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Abstract
The quality of services delivered in the public sector contributes to the development of a country in general and
is, among other things, determined by the performance of public sector workers. Considering that the quality of
performance of workers is dependent on their task-required skills and that human capital contributes to
macroeconomic development, we examine whether recruiting public sector workers with higher human capital
increases the quality of their performance. We conduct an impact evaluation in Sierra Leone to study this
relationship. Specifically, we evaluate a new strategy to recruit Community Animal Health Workers (CAHW) as
part of a One Health project. Using a randomized controlled trial we aim to examine whether CAHWs recruited
based on human capital (a skill-based recruitment strategy), perform better. Performance of CAHWs is assessed
by the quality of disease surveillance delivered. This document is a pre-analysis plan to conduct the evaluation.
Besides describing the context and research design, we conduct a power analysis using prior and simulated data
to examine the treatment effect size we can detect with significance. We find that we are likely to detect a positive
significant effect of skill-based recruitment on skill levels of CAHWs. For outcomes measuring CAHW
performance and livestock health- and ownership in the community, we cannot conclude that the effect sizes we
will detect are statistically significant. A power-analysis using the final data should be part of hypothesis testing
in the final evaluation. The results of the final evaluation can support organizations that aim to recruit high-quality
workers, may it be in developing or non-developing contexts.
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1. Introduction
A large amount of research has been conducted to study the characteristics and performance of public sector
workers. Many studies focus on the motivation of workers and how this can explain their performance. The public
sector, formed by government organizations, aims to serve the public through addressing public needs (Besley &
Ghatak, 2005; Finan, Olken, & Pande, 2015). The public services we refer to are for example the distribution of public
goods, addressing externalities or the provision of education and healthcare. Public sector workers are often portrayed
as “public servants” that want to do good for others (Bakker, 2015; Houston, 2005). Other studies confirm this as they
show that public sector workers report higher levels of intrinsic motivation, reflected in higher effort on their tasks
and caring less about financial rewards compared to private sector workers (Ashraf, Bandiera, & Lee, 2018; Houston,
2005; Wright, 2007). Additionally, the more the identity of a worker aligns with the motives of its organization, the
more effort the worker will put into his or her job, independent of wage variation (Akerlof & Kranton, 2005; Bakker,
2015; Besley & Ghatak, 2005). Therefore, finding motivated workers and matching employers and employees that
share a common mission, can increase organizational efficiency and reduce costs as there is less need to incentivize
the employee (Finan et al., 2015).
While there is wide recognition for the importance of intrinsic motivation of public sector workers as a contributor
to their performance, there is little evidence linking skills of public sector workers to the quality of the provision of
public goods at the local level. In public sector literature, human capital is often assessed as a determinant for the
performance of an organization as a whole (Marimuthu, Arokiasamy, & Ismail, 2009). Moreover, recent literature
focuses more on assessing human capital as a characteristic describing the profile of public sector workers. For
example, how varying recruitment messaging and promoted incentives affect the quality and composition of the new
workforce (Ashraf et al., 2018; Dal Bó, Finan, & Rossi, 2013). No research has yet been conducted that examines the
contribution of human capital to the long-term quality of performance of public sector workers. A study by Casey,
Glennerster, Miguel, and Voors (2018) conducted in rural Sierra Leone provides first evidence for the benefit of
delegating public service tasks to an identified highly-skilled community member. They find that shifting the task of
writing a community grant-proposal from the local authority to a high skilled community member, increases the
chance of receiving a community grant. An important implication from this study is that traditional authorities fail to
use existing human capital, as they often perform such tasks themselves and do not delegate tasks to individuals that
are better suited for the task. In this study, we aim to address the existing research gap and to get a deeper
understanding of the link between human capital and the performance of public sector workers. This draws on the
aforementioned studies and the literature stressing the importance of the creation of human capital for economic
productivity (Barro, 1991), and human capital as a driver for differences in income and productivity across countries
(Gennaioli, La Porta, Lopez-de-Silanes, & Shleifer, 2012). Building on this earlier research, we hypothesize that
recruiting public sector workers with higher human capital increases the quality of their performance.
We will test this hypothesis using a case study of Community Animal Health Workers (CAHW) in Sierra Leone.
CAHWs and Community Health Workers (CHWs) are trained and installed in a large number of communities in Sierra
Leone, as part of the One Health project: a joint response to address the increased prevalence of emerging infectious
diseases. Specifically, zoonotic diseases, diseases that spill over from animals, form a threat to the countries’ public
health and livelihoods of households in rural communities. Many households are largely dependent on livestock for
their income and agricultural products. The CAHWs are trained and equipped with the necessary tools to provide
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basic animal health care and conduct disease surveillance on animals. This entails that they learn about common
diseases and symptoms of these diseases for commonly owned animals by Sierra Leonean rural households: large
ruminants, small ruminants (goats and sheep), birds (ducks and chickens), pigs, and dogs. They use a disease
surveillance form to report symptoms of diseases of sick animals and CAHWs are trained to provide advice and/or
treatment in response to the findings of a sick animal observation.
To date, two rounds of CAHW recruitment have taken place in Sierra Leone. In the first round, CAHWs were
recruited at the national level by the Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry and Food Security (MAFFS). However, data is
missing on how many and where CAHWs are recruited, as is data on the performance of those CAHWs. In the second
round of CAHW recruitment, CAHWs were recruited in seven chiefdoms in Kono District, Sierra Leone. In this
second round, CAHWs were either selected by their communities or by Paramount Chiefs. From now on we refer to
this second recruitment round as the Kono Pilot. The evaluation of the Kono Pilot is still.
A new round of CAHW recruitment and training will start in 2020. We will use this new round of recruitment to
assess the contribution of human capital to the quality of performance of public sector workers. We will do this by
selecting the most skilled CAHW from the group of candidates available in a community. Earlier studies already
considered literacy and former education as determinants for the performance of CAHWs, but indicated these traits
as non-essential for determining the performance of CAHWs (Riviere-Cinnamond & Eregae, 2003). However,
experimental evidence proving that initial literacy skill levels do or do not determine the performance of CAHWs is
lacking. Moreover, the contribution of literacy skills to CAHW performance depends on the responsibilities of a
CAHW and these are context-specific (Catley et al., 2004). In our case, we do expect literacy skills to contribute to
the performance of CAHWs since being a CAHW in Sierra Leone involves conducting disease surveillance by means
of filling in a disease surveillance form to report symptoms of sick animals. From reviewing disease surveillance
forms submitted as part of the Kono Pilot, it seems that filling in this form can be challenging and does demand basic
numeracy and literacy skills of CAHWs. Moreover, preliminary results of the Kono Pilot suggest that these types of
skills are indeed positively correlated with the performance of CAHWs. Therefore, we expect that identifying
community members with required skills for being a CAW and selecting them as CAHWs, can have a positive effect
on the quality of disease surveillance delivered.
Using a Randomized Control Trial (RCT), we aim to evaluate how recruiting higher-skilled applicants affects the
performance of CAHWs. The case-specific hypothesis that will be tested is: Skill-based recruitment improves CAHW
disease surveillance performance. This document is a pre-analysis plan (PAP) for conducting this evaluation. We
develop this PAP to support us in making choices for the design of the evaluation and it helps us to improve research
transparency. We pre-specify our outcomes and results such that we limit the probability of data mining and enable
ourselves to identify potential problems with hypothesis testing in a preliminary stage. This PAP consists of two parts.
First, we provide a broader explanation of the CAHW program and introduce and motivate the design for a skill-based
recruitment strategy. Second, we introduce the design for our evaluation. We will introduce our implementation
strategy, our hypotheses, outcomes, data sources, and empirical strategy. Next, we will examine the statistical power
of our desired tests to explore the likeliness of detecting effect sizes of significance and we will discuss the required
total sample size for the evaluation and cluster sizes. Afterwards, we will do a mock analysis of simulated results.
These results will tell us nothing about the actual results of the evaluation but do allow us to examine the structure of
our data and to test the design of our hypotheses and empirical strategy.
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2. The CAHW program
2.1

Introduction to One Health

Over 70% of newly emerging infectious diseases spill over from animals (Jones et al., 2008; Woolhouse &
Gowtage-Sequeria, 2005). Moreover, a quarter of major emergencies affecting public health that took place between
2001-2013, were caused by outbreaks of such called zoonotic diseases (Lurie, Manolio, Patterson, Collins, & Frieden,
2013; Monath, 2013). The impacts of these outbreaks are enormous. They cause both animals and humans to become
infected or eventually die and many infected animals are intentionally killed to protect human health. The latter also
affects the welfare of many households in low-income countries that are highly dependent on their animal husbandry
for their livelihoods. Livestock is a production source for agricultural products (eggs, milk, meat), functions as a
financial asset as it is a means of saving (buy and sell with profit over time), and enables farmers to diversify income
(Delgado, Rosegrant, Steinfeld, Ehui, & Courbois, 2001; Peeling & Holden, 2004). Major drivers for the emergence
of zoonotic diseases are changes in land use, habitat destruction, and bushmeat consumption (WHO, 2004; Woolhouse
& Gowtage-Sequeria, 2005). The population growth of Western Africa is likely to increase the demand for bushmeat
as a source of protein even more (Fa, Currie, & Meeuwig, 2003; Fuwape Joseph & Onyekwelu Jonathan, 2011).
Simultaneously, land-use changes such as deforestation and road constructions, facilitate access to wildlife animals
and increase the probability of zoonotic diseases to spill over to domestic animals or humans. In response to the
increasing prevalence of emerging infectious diseases and the threat they impose on human and animal health, the
United Nations (UN) has developed the One Health framework. This is a strategic framework to reduce global public
health threats (UN, 2008). Through integrating human- and animal health efforts and improving disease surveillance
at the local level, future disease outbreaks can be discovered in an earlier stage and response efforts can be executed
quicker and adjusted to the local situation (Calistri et al., 2013; FAO, OIE, & WHO, 2010).
Also, the origin of the 2014-2016 outbreak of Ebola in Guinea, Liberia, and Sierra Leone can be traced back to a
zoonotic transmission between a bat and a child (Saéz et al., 2015). In response to the Ebola outbreak, the government
of Sierra Leone has increased attention towards improving the country’s basic health, surveillance, and response
systems (MOHS, 2017b). During the Ebola outbreak in Sierra Leone, the lack of medical infrastructure, the lack of
timely and high-quality information about the outbreak, and poor ability of the country itself to respond effectively,
limited adequate response efforts (Kieny & Dovlo, 2015). Moreover, health facilities were predominantly used for
treating infected patients and less attention was paid to other health necessities. In the past years, policymakers in
Sierra Leone are working to integrate the Global One Health Agenda into national policy. Specifically, one objective
of the Sierra Leone National Public Health Agency is to establish an integrated disease surveillance system to improve
the prevention and detection of health threats and improve response efforts, especially in areas hard-to-reach. Initially,
disease surveillance and the provision of health treatment at the community level was carried out by CHWs (MOHS,
2017a) focusing on human health. These trained health workers are installed by the Ministry of Health and Sanitation
(MOHS). In response to the growing demand for an integrated One Health disease surveillance system, now also
CAHWs are trained and installed by the MAFFS to perform similar tasks as CHWs, albeit focusing on animal health.
CAHWs are provided with animal healthcare training to learn more about animal rearing and to be able to identify
signs and symptoms of diseases, to report them and to treat animal diseases. After installation, they receive a starter’s
kit which includes drugs and basic veterinary equipment. They are equipped to take care of sick animals and to ensure
that other animals in the community stay healthy. Besides, CAHWs have to report to their animal supervisor weekly
concerning animal health in the community. By introducing CAHWs, also animal health is now incorporated in the
3

OH disease surveillance system. CAHW and existing health actors are encouraged to collaborate. The joint objective
of CHWs and CAHWS is to establish a functioning disease surveillance system and improve public health at the
community level. Their activities can affect community welfare by improving both community health and economic
conditions, considering the importance of livestock for both public health and income for many rural households. A
figure outlining the structure of the OH disease surveillance system and the flow of information between the
collaborating actors can be found in the appendix (Figure A1).

2.2

Impact of CAHWs and recruitment of CAHWs in Sierra Leone

CAHWs can are trained to provide the necessary veterinary services at the community level (Peeling & Holden,
2004). CAHWs are generally more accessible, affordable and trusted by community members compared to the
traditional service deliverers such as veterinarians or drug stores (Admassu et al., 2005; Nalitolela & Allport, 2002;
Peeling & Holden, 2004). Moreover, CAHW activities in similar contexts have already proven their benefit to public
health. CAHW program evaluations showed that in communities that have a CAHW, mortality rates of livestock have
decreased (Admassu et al., 2005; Peeling & Holden, 2004); the impact of diseases has reduced (Admassu et al., 2005);
household income has increased through higher meat yields and milk production (Admassu et al., 2005; Nalitolela &
Allport, 2002); and engagement in livestock production has expanded because the risk for livestock disease or loss
was reduced (Peeling & Holden, 2004). While these examples provide us with promising evidence regarding the
benefits of introducing CAHWs, also challenges exist that are faced by CAHWs or their leading organizations. Current
major challenges that exist are drug misuse and -delivery problems, problems with supervision and CAHWs not being
legally recognized which limits their ability to deliver their services (VSF, 2018). Although these challenges are
applicable for many CAHW projects implemented in other African countries, problems faced with CAHWs in Sierra
Leone are at this point different and mostly related to CAHW effort and performance.
Two rounds of CAHW training have been taking place in Sierra Leone, where multiple strategies have been used
to recruit CAHWs. First, MAFFS recruited CAHWs on a national level and CAHWs were assigned a community to
work. As mentioned before, it is not known how many CAHWs are recruited in this round and where they are located.
The second round of CAHW recruitment – conducted by MAFFS with support from the World Bank REDISSE project
and the Royal Dutch Embassy in Ghana – is implemented on a small scale and in seven chiefdoms in Kono district.
This second round is also referred to as the Kono Pilot. The Kono Pilot is used to test two new ways to recruit CAHWs.
The first method makes use of ‘participatory selection’, which entails that during a community meeting, community
members together decide which community member becomes their CAHW. The second method makes use of the
traditional chieftaincy system and lets Paramount Chiefs select CAHWs for each beneficiary community in their
chiefdom. The evaluation of the Kono Pilot is still ongoing. Hence, we cannot draw conclusions yet regarding the
effect of the recruitment strategies on the performance of CAHWs. We do have some preliminary results, that suggest
that initial skills levels of CAHWs (numeracy and literacy) are positively correlated with performance outcomes. Also,
we do have some qualitative observations from field visits conducted during the Kono Pilot, that are of interest for the
design of new recruitment strategies. To begin with, it seems that the new strategies are successful in terms of
recruiting CAHWs that reside in the beneficiary communities, which is considered a benefit by community members.
Besides, it seems that lack of trust by community members in a CAHW or his or her skills, limits a CAHWs ability to
perform tasks in the community. CAHW are more often trusted if they are from the community they serve and if they
have animal rearing experience. If a CAHW is from the community this can positively contribute to the intrinsic
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motivation of the CAHW, as well as to the amount of trust put into CAHWs’ abilities by community members (Peeling
& Holden, 2004).
MAFFS invited us to participate in a third round of CAHW recruitment in three other districts in Sierra Leone:
Tonkolili, Port Loko, and Bombali. The new round of recruitment enables us to evaluate alternative strategies for
recruiting CAHW. Specifically, we aim to evaluate a skill-based recruitment strategy, which entails that we recruit
CAHWs based on their initial skill levels. How we do this will be explained in the next section. The motivation to
evaluate this new recruitment strategy during this new round of CAHW training is threefold. First, theoretically, we
know that human capital is important for macroeconomic development (Barro, 1991; Gennaioli et al., 2012). Also, if
a worker already owns the skills required for a job, it is likely that these workers are able to perform that job better
than less-skilled workers. We use this evaluation to study whether selection based on human capital can increase
performance of workers. Second, the study by (Casey et al., 2018) conducted in Sierra Leone, provides empirical
evidence for a positive effect of selecting high skilled community members on outcomes for community-development.
Third, preliminary results from the Kono Pilot suggest that higher-skilled CAHWs perform better. Lastly, this
evaluation is a means to test an alternative recruitment strategy that can be applied for the recruitment of public service
providers in other contexts, may it be in Sierra Leone or other countries.

2.3

The skill-based recruitment strategy

The existing CAHW recruitment enabled us to examine the characteristics of CAHWs after installation. Based on
these characteristics we could draw expectations on their performance. However, the earlier we can ensure that a
CAHW has characteristics that are likely to increase the quality of performance, the more cost-effective our effort
becomes. In collaboration with two government partners in Sierra Leone, MOHS and MAFFS, we propose new
recruitment strategies to be used in the next round of recruitment. To increase the ability to recruit CAHWs who own
characteristics that we expect to positively contribute to the quality of CAHW performance, we will adjust the
recruitment procedure in the next round of recruitment. We do this by incorporating a two-stage personnel recruitment
model, following Finan et al. (2015), into the design of our recruitment procedure. The first stage of this model consists
of attracting applicants for the job and the second stage covers the final selection of the employee from the pool of
applicants. Below we present the design for our new recruitment procedure. Any new recruitment strategy that is
based on this design, will be similar to other strategies in the first stage, but differ from other strategies in the selection
mechanism used in the second stage.

Stage 1: application
In the first stage of the recruitment procedure, we will enable community members to apply for becoming a CAHW
in their community. They can apply if they fulfill the eligibility criteria. The use of this application phase in the
recruitment procedure differs from the recruitment procedure entailed in the Kono Pilot in two ways. First, we enable
community members to apply for the job. Although the majority of CAHWs participating in the Kono Pilot were from
the communities they serve, there was no opportunity for community members to apply for the job themselves. They
were either selected by the Paramount Chief or by their community. With either method of selection, one cannot
ensure that the selected CAHW is motivated. To establish high-quality CAHW service delivery, it is equally important
that we recruit a CAHW that is responsible, reliable and capable of performing the required tasks, and that
communities support activities conducted by CAHWs (Peeling & Holden, 2004). We expect that with the opportunity
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to apply for the job, we will attract candidates that are intrinsically motivated to perform CAHW tasks which is
reflected by their interest in the position.
Second, eligible candidates from the Kono Pilot had to fulfill seven criteria. In the design of a new recruitment
procedure, we will adjust the list of eligibility criteria used in the Kono Pilot and add three new requirements. Table
1 presents the list of criteria used in the Kono Pilot in the second column and the list of criteria that will be used in the
next round of recruitment in the third column. In general, the seven criteria used in the Kono Pilot remain being used
in the next round. However, for some criteria we have adjusted the wording. For example, we changed criterium 1
from the Kono Pilot, stating that a candidate has “English literacy”, into that a candidate is “able to read and write in
English”. Additionally, based on qualitative observations during field visits conducted during the Kono Pilot, it seems
that recent animal rearing experience or individual reputation regarding care for livestock are important determinants
for the amount of trust put into CAHW’s abilities. These observations are confirmed by McCorkle, whose findings
are presented by Peeling and Holden (2004). McCorkle presents animal rearing experience and reputation as a
livestock healer as criteria for selection of CAHW. We adjust criterium 3 which states that a candidate should have
“animal rearing experience” into “animal rearing experience and animal health knowledge”. Besides, we add three
criteria. To ensure the ability to take care of animals, we add criterium 8 which states that the CAHW should “own at
least one animal”. Also, we add criterium 9, which states that a candidate should be “from the beneficiary community”.
By this, we aim to ensure that the candidate knows and is known by the community members. Finally, we add criterium
10 which states that a candidate should have “plans to stay in the community for the coming 5 years”. In contrast to
the Kono Pilot where it was part of criterium 4, it is now a separate requirement that includes a restriction regarding
the minimum number of years a candidate should remain available in the community. A broader motivation for each
eligibility criterium part of the next round of CAHW recruitment is provided in the Appendix (Table A1).
TABLE 1: CAHW eligibility criteria used in Kono Pilot and next round of recruitment
Nr
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

CAHW eligibility criteria Kono Pilot
English literacy
Mathematical/computational skills
Animal rearing experience

Nr
1
2
3

Strong ties with community members and long-term
plans to remain in the community
A trusted member of the community
Of good health and fit physical condition
Available to attend all CAHW training session

4
5
6
7
8
9
10

CAHW eligibility criteria next round
Able to read and write in English
Basic numeracy skills
Animal rearing experience and animal health
knowledge
Strong ties with community members
A trusted member of the community
Of good health and fit physical condition
Available to attend all CAHW training sessions (22
days)
Own at least one animal
Is from the beneficiary community
Plans to stay in the community for the coming 5
years

Stage 2: selection from the pool of applicants
We will check for each community member that applies for becoming a CAHW whether he or she fulfills the
eligibility criteria. If the applicant is eligible, he or she can participate in the second stage of recruitment. We will
apply a selection-mechanism to determine who from the pool of applicants will become the CAHW. In communities
where we select candidates based on human capital, we will select the most skilled candidate to become the CAHW.
The skill level of a candidate is determined by a skill test score. Each eligible candidate has to do a basic skill test
where we test the applicants’ numeracy and literacy skills, and animal health knowledge level. From now on, we refer
to the recruitment strategy that entails this selection mechanism as the skill-based recruitment strategy.
6

As noted before, any recruitment strategy that is based on the new design, differs from other strategies in the
selection mechanism applied in the second stage. With the skill-based recruitment strategy, we select CAHWs based
on outcomes from the skill test score. Figure 1 provides a schematic overview of the two stages of the recruitment
procedure used in the next round. It presents the process for recruiting CAHWs based on their skill-level or using an
alternative selection-mechanism. As an example of alternative selection-mechanism that could be used, we present
Community Selection (CS). With CS, the community members together decide who from the pool of eligible
applicants will be selected as CAHW. We propose to test another selection-mechanism in the next round of CAHW
recruitment because we need a comparison group to be able to measure the effect of being higher-skilled on CAHW
performance. In the remainder of this pre-analysis plan, we focus solely on the research design, measurement strategy
and expected outcomes developed for evaluating the skill-based recruitment strategy. The comparison group will be
mentioned and discussed throughout this PAP since the recruitment strategy entailed in the comparison group affect
the treatment effects we will measure. The design for evaluating the effect of skill-based recruitment will be discussed
in the next section.

STAGE 1:
Application
STAGE 2:
Selection
from the pool
of applicants

People can apply for becoming a CAHW. They should fulfill the eligibility criteria.
Applicants that fulfill all requirements become eligible candidates, who can participate in the selection
process.
All eligible candidates will do a skill test, testing numeracy and literacy skills, and animal health
knowledge. A CAHW is selected using one of the selection mechanisms

SKILL-BASED RECRUITMENT STRATEGY

EXAMPLE: COMMUNITY SELECTION

Selection based on skills: the applicant with the
highest skills score is selected.

Selection by community members: during a
community meeting, community members
collaboratively decide who, from the pool of
eligible candidates, becomes the CAHW.

Skill score: final score of skill test, testing numeracy
and literacy skills, and animal health knowledge
Assumption: CAHWs with a higher test score
perform better. They understand the purpose of the
task and perform as they are expected to.

FIGURE 1: Design of the new recruitment procedure used in the next round of recruitment
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3. Research design
3.1

Implementation strategy

We use an RCT to evaluate the impact of the skill-based recruitment strategy. The program is implemented in a
sample of eligible communities. Below we describe what makes that a community is considered eligible. By lottery
(chance) we determine which communities will participate in the CAHW program. In our case, we sample 300
communities from a larger set of communities across 3 districts: Bombali, Tonkolili, and Port Loko. In each district,
we select 100 communities. After a random selection of the beneficiary communities, we randomly assign the
communities to one of the treatment arms. The number of treatment arms is equal to the number of recruitment
strategies we will test. In our design, we will evaluate the skill-based recruitment strategy against an alternative
recruitment strategy. We make use of a block clustered randomized design. Within each district (block) we randomly
assign an equal number of communities (clusters) to each treatment arm. We will measure outcomes both at the
CAHW- and household level.
The set of communities we sample from fulfill several requirements. To start with, we only sample from
communities that have CHWs. By doing this, we aim to apply the One Health approach such that a CHW and CAHW
in their communities can collaborate to improve public health. Next, we only sample from communities with larger
populations, e.g. communities with more than 50 households. The minimum number of households that a community
should have to become eligible is yet unknown and depends on the average number of households in communities in
the participating district. As a reference, in the Kono Pilot the median number of households in communities was 28,
and in only 25% of the communities the number of households was larger than 50. The Kono Pilot was only
implemented in 7 out of 14 chiefdoms, whereas in the next round of recruitment we can select eligible communities
throughout the whole area covered by the districts. In addition, we sample from communities where the majority of
its households are largely dependent on livestock rearing. We sample from large and livestock-dependent communities
for two reasons. First, by selecting larger communities we aim to find a larger pool of eligible candidates from which
we can select the CAHW. Second, by selecting larger communities where many households depend on livestock
rearing, we aim to ensure that there are enough potential clients. Moreover, larger communities are often surrounded
by smaller communities and CAHWs can expand their services to surrounding communities. In the Kono Pilot, nearly
half of the disease surveillance reports submitted (48%) were from consultations conducted in communities other than
where the CAHW was from. Given these points, selecting larger central communities is a cost-efficient strategy to
make CAHWs efforts more viable and beneficial for both the CAHWs themselves and the served communities.
Because we use random assignment of recruitment strategies, we expect that communities from each treatment arm
are on average similar before the start of the intervention. Because of this similarity assumption, any observed
differences in disease surveillance performance between the groups of CAHWs and their communities at the end of
the program, are assumed to be caused by the assigned recruitment strategy. We compare the impact of one recruitment
strategy to another, and not the impact of the CAHW program itself. We do not have a pure control group because
there is no-status quo CAHW recruitment strategy and without a community having a CAHW, we are unable to
measure our outcomes of interest.
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3.2

Hypotheses
Hypotheses capturing treatment effects

In previous sections, we discussed how human capital contributes to the performance of public sector workers. We
expect that CAHWs that are selected based on their human capital will perform their tasks better. Our primary
objective for this evaluation is to evaluate the effect of skill-based recruitment on CAHW performance, which we
assess by the quality of disease surveillance delivered. We have designed three families of hypotheses that capture
three groups of outcomes: 1) CAHW skills, 2) CAHW performance, and 3) livestock health and – ownership in the
community. The second family captures hypotheses that are used to test our primary hypothesis.

Family 1: CAHW skills
•

H1: Skill-based recruited CAHWs have higher CAHW skills
-

H1a: Skill-based recruited CAHWs have higher literacy and numeracy skills, and better animal health
knowledge

-

H1b: Skill-based recruited CAHWs have higher CAHW training knowledge

Hypothesis 1 functions as a manipulation check for hypothesis 2, that is discussed in the next section. The two subhypotheses (H2a and H2b) are used to test CAHW skills at two points in time. Hypothesis 1a is used to test the skills
of CAHWs before recruitment (assessing literacy and numeracy skills, and animal health knowledge), whereas
hypothesis 1b is used to test their skills after CAHW training (assessing CAHW training knowledge). In section 3.4
we will explain the outcomes used to test each hypothesis in more detail.

Family 2: CAHW performance
•

H2: Skill-based recruited CAHWs deliver higher quality disease surveillance
-

H1a: Skill-based recruited CAHWs submit disease surveillance reports more frequently

-

H1b: Skill-based recruited CAHWs submit disease surveillance reports with higher usability

-

H1c: Skill-based recruited CAHWs are better able to identify and report symptoms of sick animals

Hypothesis 2 is our primary hypothesis. It builds on the assumption that skill-based recruited CAHWs are better skilled
(tested by H1), which is expected to translate in a higher quality of disease surveillance delivered. We test hypothesis
2 using three sub-hypotheses, as we have three measures for the quality of disease surveillance. First, CAHWs are
required to submit a report on disease surveillance on a monthly basis. Therefore, we examine whether CAHWs indeed
do this by assessing their monthly reporting frequency. Second, the quality of disease surveillance is higher when
disease surveillance reports submitted are usable for further analysis, which implies that they contain little or no
mistakes. Hence, we examine the correctness of submitted disease surveillance reports. Third, the quality of disease
surveillance is higher when CAHWs are able to correctly identify and report symptoms of sick animals.
Family 3: livestock health and – ownership in the community
•

H3: Livestock health improves in communities with skill-based recruited CAHWs.

•

H4: Livestock ownership increases in communities with skill-based recruited CAHWs
9

Results of earlier qualitative and quantitative research provide evidence for the positive relationship between CAHW’
efforts in the community and livestock health, and between CAHW’ efforts and household engagement in livestock
ownership (Admassu et al., 2005; Leyland & Catley, 2002; Peeling & Holden, 2004). We add the above hypotheses
of family 3 to our design to assess whether our skill-based recruitment strategy also succeeds in realizing this positive
relationship. Both hypotheses 3 and 4 are secondary hypotheses. They are built on the assumption captured by
hypothesis 2, namely that skill-based recruited CAHWs perform better. We will discuss this underlying mechanism
in more detail in Section 3.4.

All our hypotheses capture a positive relationship between treatment and outcomes. The treatment effect we can
detect in the final evaluation is dependent on the type of CAHWs that form our control group. We expect that the
ability to find positive treatment effects for hypothesis 2, 3 and 4 are more dependent on the control group compared
to hypothesis 1. This is because we expect that in the other treatment arm a recruitment strategy will be evaluated that
is also designed with the purpose to increase the quality of CAHW performance, while we expect it not to be
specifically designed for recruiting high-skilled CAHWs. We can only confirm hypotheses 2-4 if the other strategy is
significantly worse with respect to the quality of performance of the recruited CAHWs. To illustrate, suppose that in
the other treatment arm CAHWs are selected by their community. Similar to what we do for skill-based recruited
CAHWs, we can argue that CAHWs that are selected by their community are likely to deliver high-quality disease
surveillance. Reasons for this could be that they are known in the community, they are trusted by their community
members in the tasks they do, and they are motivated to perform this task which is reflected by their interest in the
job. Considering that through applying either one of the selection mechanisms (skill-based or community selection)
we aim to recruit CAHWs that perform well, it could be that both groups of CAHWs are not significantly different in
their performance.
In short, we aim to confirm our hypotheses in our evaluation. Therefore, we design our evaluation such that we
are most likely to find treatment effects. Still, the ability to find positive treatment effects is highly dependent on the
recruitment strategy applied in the other treatment arm.

Hypotheses capturing heterogeneous treatment effects
We expect that heterogenous treatment effects exist for three subgroups within our population: higher educated
CAHWs, CAHWs from communities with a large population and CAHWs that are politically connected. For each
subgroup, we have a dummy variable with value 1 if a CAHW is from a subgroup for which we expect higher positive
treatment effects (e.g. CAHW is politically connected). The dummy variable has value 0 if CAHWs are from the
subgroup for which we expect no additional positive effect on outcomes (e.g. CAHW is not politically connected).
We hypothesize that the following heterogeneous treatment effects exist:

Hypothesis 1: Skill-based recruited CAHWs have higher CAHW skills
Skill-based recruited CAHWS have a higher CAHW skills level when:
•

having obtained a higher prior education (HTE1)

•

coming from communities with larger population sizes (HTE2)

We are interested in examining to what extent the effect of skill-based recruitment on skills differs between high
(dummy X has value 1) and low educated CAHWs (X=0); and between CAHWs from communities with a population
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size above the median population size (X=1) and CAHWs that are from communities that have a population below
this median value (X = 0). We expect heterogeneous treatment effects to exist for CAHWs from larger populations
because we expect that in communities with larger populations the group of applicants for becoming a CAHW is
larger. This increases the chance of recruiting a CAHW that is high skilled. Besides, we think that it is likely that the
highest-scoring CAHW in a large pool of applicants is higher skilled than the highest scoring CAHWs in a small pool
of applicants.

Hypothesis 2: Skill-based recruited CAHWs deliver higher quality disease surveillance
Skill-based recruited CAHWs perform better when:
•

having obtained a higher prior education (HTE3)

•

coming from communities with larger population sizes (HTE4)

•

when CAHWs are more politically connected (HTE5)

We aim to explore whether performance is higher for higher educated CAHWs and CAHWs from larger populations.
We expect that CAHWs in communities with larger populations have more work to do which enables them to report
more frequently but also enables them to gain more experience and improve their performance compared to CAHWs
from smaller communities. Further, we expect that CAHWs that are politically connected (X=1) perform better. We
expect that they are more motivated to perform well because of their status or reputation within the community,
compared to CAHWs that are not politically connected (X=0).

3.3

Data sources

We have multiple data sources that provide input for measuring our outcomes. We use sources that were already
used in the Kono Pilot (CAHW validation activities, household survey), have renewed some sources (skills test, CAHW
survey, disease surveillance form), and designed new sources that can support us in evaluating the new recruitment
strategy (CAHW training final test and CAHW training administration). We can differentiate between CAHW- and
household-level data sources.

CAHW-level data sources
Skills test – The skills test is part of the second stage of the CAHW recruitment procedure. Each eligible CAHW
candidate will be asked to do the skill test. The test is used to test basic numeracy and literacy skills and animal health
knowledge. In the end, we will have a final skill score for each eligible candidate. In communities where we select
CAHWs based on skills, we will select the eligible candidate with the highest final score for this test.
CAHW training final test (CTFT) – CAHWs have to do a final test at the end of their CAHW training. This is
designed to test their knowledge of animal health(care), their ability to fill in disease surveillance forms and their
knowledge about their responsibilities as a CAHW. This test is part of the CAHW training.
CAHW training administration – Training facilitators administer CAHW training attendance.
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CAHW survey – We conduct a survey with all selected CAHW before training and at endline. We collect information
about demographics, their income, connections with village members, employment and animal rearing experience.
Disease Surveillance Form (DSF) – The CAHWs use DSFs to report symptoms identified for a sick animal.
Submitted forms can be used to assess CAHW’s performance and are designed to inform MAFFS about the prevalence
of animal diseases. The disease surveillance forms are collected every month by animal supervisors.
CAHW validation activities – Validation activities are designed to assess the quality of CAHW job performance.
The validation activities consist of two components: 1) a Field practical and 2) Field Visits. Both components consist
of two sub-components:
•

During a Field Practical we examine a CAHW’s ability to identify symptoms and correctly report them, and
a CAHW’s ability to provide the correct advice and/or treatment in response to the identified symptoms or
diseases (Animal Station). Next, we examine CAHW’s understanding of filling up forms (Form Review).

•

Field visits are conducted to observe sick animals in CAHW communities and assess whether CAHWs have
properly reported on these sick animals (Sick Animal Observation). Another activity part of the Field Visit is
a Monitoring Form Follow-up. Facilitators randomly select 5 DSFs per CAHW and visit the owners of sick
animals reported on top of the form. This follow-up visit aims to verify whether CAHWs correctly report
sick animals in the community.

We create a score for each activity. We aggregate the scores from the Field Visits and together with the separate scores
for the Field Practical activities we create a validation score. The set of validation activities will be executed twice
during the evaluation period.

Household-level data sources
Baseline/Endline Household Survey– A household survey is conducted in participating communities before CAHW
training and at the endline, capturing, among other things, public health outcomes.

3.4

Outcomes
Introduction to outcomes

As noted before, our approach for evaluating the effectiveness of the skill-based recruitment strategy is composed
of measuring three groups of outcomes: CAHW skills, CAHW performance, and livestock health and – ownership in
the community. The first outcome, CAHW skills, measures the skill levels of CAHWs at two points in time: before
recruitment and after CAHW training. The next outcome, CAHW performance, is our main outcome and is comprised
of three measures that assess the quality of disease surveillance delivered. The third outcome is livestock health and ownership in the community. We have defined manipulation checks, outcomes, and mechanisms for each hypothesis
(if applicable). These will be introduced in the next paragraphs. All outcomes used to test our hypotheses are listed in
Table 2. The first column presents the related number of the hypothesis and the second column presents the outcome
used to test that hypotheses. In the last column of Table 2, we list the test or survey used to provide input for each
outcome. Table A3 in the Appendix present outcomes that are used as manipulation checks, as mechanisms for
outcomes or used for measuring heterogeneous treatment effects.
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Manipulation checks, outcomes, and mechanisms
Hypothesis 1(A&B):
•

Outcomes: we will assess CAHWs’ initial numeracy and literacy skills, and animal health knowledge before
recruitment using a skill test. Next, we will assess the CAHWs’ knowledge of the different types of content
of the CAHW using a CAHW training final test. To be able to capture the skill level of CAHWs in one
outcome, we create a skill index. The skill index is the equally weighted mean of standardized final test scores
for the skill test and the CAHW training final test. Using the skill index or the skill test final score itself to
test H1 or H1a, might suggest that the outcomes for hypothesis testing are predictable beforehand. Namely,
that skill-based recruited CAHWs are more skilled because they are selected because of their highest skill
test scores. However, we designed these hypotheses and selected the mentioned outcomes to not only test
whether skill-based recruited CAHWs are indeed high skilled, but to examine whether their skills levels are
significantly different from skills of CAHWs in the comparison group.

Hypothesis 2(A-C):
•

Manipulation check: A manipulation check is a means to check our assumptions on which we base our
assumptions for hypothesis 2. At first, we check whether the skill-based recruited CAHWs are indeed higher
skilled compared to CAHWs from the other treatment arm. Hence, hypothesis 1 is used as a manipulation
check. Next, we check whether the CAHW attended the training. Full attendance to training is important as
we can only assume that treatment effects are solely caused by the skill-based recruitment strategy if CAHWs
from each treatment arm have received the same amount of training.

•

Outcomes: We have three outcomes that measure the performance of CAHWs. First, we measure the monthly
reporting frequency to check the proportion of months with a disease surveillance form submitted. Second,
we will assess the correctness of disease surveillance forms submitted. Finally, we measure CAHWs
performance in validation exercises.

•

Mechanisms: mechanisms through which performance is affected are aside from a CAHWs skill level, the
CAHW being present in the beneficiary community and the amount of effort a CAHW puts into his or her
tasks.

Hypothesis 3 (A-B):
•

Manipulation check: the same checks exists as for hypothesis 2.

•

Outcomes: we will assess the impact of CAHWs disease surveillance by assessing animal health and
livestock ownership in the community.

•

Mechanisms: we expect livestock health and -ownership to be determined by effort, the CAHW being present
in the community, and the performance of the CAHW.
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TABLE 2: Outcome table
Hyp.

Outcome

Source

Family 1: CAHW skills
H1

Skills index – equally weighted mean of standardized final scores for the below-described tests:
skill test and CAHW training final test

-

H1a

Score skill test – score for the skill test (max. 40p).
We measure:
•
Literacy skills (7p)
•
Numeracy skills (13p)
•
Animal health knowledge (20p)

Skill test

H2b

Partial score CTFT – score for the CAHW training final test (max 40p).
We measure:
•
Knowledge of animal health (20p)
•
Ability to fill in a disease surveillance form (10p)
•
Knowledge of CAHW responsibilities (10p)

CAHW training
final test

Family 2: CAHW performance
H2a

Monthly reporting frequency – Number of months with DSF submitted out of the total number of
months.
CAHWs are required to submit reports to their animal supervisor every month.

Disease
surveillance
forms

H2b

Correctness score – mean number of correct elements on submitted DSFs out of the total number
of required elements. The number of required elements is 18.1

Disease
surveillance
forms

H2c

Validation score – score for CAHW’s ability to identify symptoms and correctly report them.
Aggregated score for the following activities:
Animal Station, Sick animal observation, and Field Visit. 1

CAHW
validation
activities

Family 3: livestock health and -ownership in the community (household-level outcomes)
H3

Livestock health index – equally weighted mean of standardized values for the following
outcomes:
•
Number of animals that have died
•
Number of animals that have been aborted
•
Number of cases of disease A (in CAHW1: Goat plague)
•
Number of cases of disease B (in CAHW1: Newcastle disease)

Household
survey

H4

Livestock ownership – Dummy for livestock ownership by households (1 if owns animals, 0 if
not)
•
Additional measure: Number of animals owned, per type (small ruminants, large
ruminants, birds, pigs, dogs)

Household
survey

Notes:1) In this table we describe the outcomes we will measure to test our hypotheses. 2) Column 1 describes the hypothesis number; Column
2 the outcomes we will measure to be able to test the corresponding hypothesis; Column 3 describes the data source from which we collect the
specified outcome. 3) A mathematical description of the outcomes is provided in Table A2 in the appendix

3.5

Power analysis

In this section, we will assess the minimum detectable effect size (MDE) for each outcome used to test our
hypotheses. For computing the MDE, we use the following parameter values: a significance level α of 0.05 and a
statistical power (1-β) equal to 0.8. If the MDE is smaller or equal to the difference in means we expect to detect, we
conclude that the power of our test and our predefined sample size are high enough to detect treatment effects. The
MDE is dependent on the expected differences in standard deviations between treatment arms, the number of treatment
arms, their sample size, the use of blocking and the size of clusters.
We will evaluate the MDE using two types of designs that differ in the population size. The first is a design where
the total sample size is 300 and we will have two treatment arms with each having a sample size of 150. We also
calculate the MDE for a design with a sample size of 200. By doing this, we enable ourselves to explore how the effect
sizes we can detect with significance increase if we reduce the sample size. In this second design, each treatment arm
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will have a sample size of 100. Based on the MDEs we can find with a design using a sample size of respectively 200
or 300, we discuss whether a sample of 200 will be large enough to perform our tests and find treatment effects of
significance. In addition, we discuss the minimum desired size of our clusters based on the MDEs for household-level
outcomes.

Data used for calculations
The data required for each outcome used to test our hypotheses is collected in a specific stage of the evaluation,
may it be at baseline, endline or in between. To acquire input for our MDE calculations we simulate outcomes for the
next round of CAHW training using data from the Kono Pilot. From now on we refer to this data as CAHW1 data.
With CAHW2, we will refer to the data that will be collected in the next round of recruitment. We have CAHW1
survey data, skill test scores and validation scores (from the first round of validation activities) for 289 CAHWs
participating in the Kono Pilot. Besides, we have data on disease surveillance reporting for 281 CAHWs. This data is
merged and used as input four MDE calculations for hypotheses 1 and 2. Besides, we use baseline household survey
data that contains outcomes that are used for testing hypotheses 3 and 4. We have baseline data for 287 of the
communities that have a CAHW installed as part of the Kono Pilot.
As described in Section 3.3, in the next round we will use new sources and revise data sources of the previous
round to be better able to collect data on outcomes of interest. Some outcomes are not part of CAHW1 data. These
are the animal health knowledge score (partial score for the skill test), the skill index, CAHW training final test score,
and the DSF completeness score. For these outcomes, we simulate output based on predetermined expectations for
these outcomes. We use the skill test outcomes of CAHW1 as input for the simulation of the animal health knowledge
score and the CAHW training final test score, since we expect the latter scores for an individual CAHW to be similar
to his or her skill test scores. During the Kono Pilot, the skill test was comprised of a literacy and numeracy part and
a total score of 14 could be obtained for this test. To simulate the new scores, we scale up or scale down the CAHW1
skill test scores based on the new maximum score a CAHW can receive for a test (part)1.
To calculate the DSF completeness score, we use data from the submitted DSFs during CAHW1 and we simulate
input for elements that are new on the DSFs that will be used from the next round of recruitment onwards. There are
9 elements on the DSF that are new in comparison to the DSF used in the Kono Pilot. For example, with the new DSF,
a CAHW is asked to indicate the total herdsize of the sick animal he or she reports on. This was not reported in the
past. The new DSF that will be used in the next round can be found in the Appendix Section A4. We simulate outcomes
for each new element in three steps. In the first step, we randomly simulate a response to an element. The content of
the simulated responses is not of importance for the simulation of the DSF correctness score, as for this score we are
interested in whether a response is wrong or missing and we cannot state whether a simulated response is incorrect.
As a second step, we simulate missing responses for each new element. To do this, we set an expectation for the
proportion of CAHWs that completes a specific new element on the DSFs (e.g. 95% of the CAHWs indicate a response
for element X). Subsequently, we randomly turn responses into missing values using the prespecified proportion for
expected missing values. In a similar way and as a third step, we simulate wrong responses. We turn these observations

1

We use the following function to scale up or scale down a score: score_cahw𝑛𝑒𝑤 =

max_score𝑛𝑒𝑤 − min_scorenew
max_score𝑜𝑙𝑑 − min_scoreold

∗ (score_cahw𝑜𝑙𝑑 −

max_scoreold ). To illustrate, if we use the CAHW1 skill test score to simulate scores for the CAHW training final test, we use as maximum old
score the maximum score for the CAHW1 skill test (14). The maximum new score is the maximum score for the CAHW training final test (40).
Both the old and new minimum score is equal to 0.
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into missing values as well, for convenience. We set an expectation on the proportion for CAHWs that will indicate a
wrong response to an element. We only do this for elements for which we can check whether a response is wrong. For
example, we can check whether a CAHW correctly indicates the community where a sick animal is from by comparing
the indicated response to other responses on the DSF, but we will not be able to check whether the name of the owner
of the sick animal is right or wrong. We provide a detailed description of how we simulated our outcomes used in this
analysis in Appendix Section A.7.1.
The means and standard deviations for the CAHW1 outcomes and simulated outcomes are computed in the
following way. We bootstrap all x observations for outcome Y a 1000 times and store for each bootstrap round the
mean and standard deviation. The overall mean and standard deviation for outcome Y out of these 1000 repetitions is
stored and used as a mean and standard deviation for calculating the MDE. We apply this bootstrapping method to
obtain the true mean and variance for outcome Y for a population similar to that of CAHW1. Also, we sample multiple
times throughout our analysis. For example, to be able to do an analysis using a research design with a total sample
size of 200, we randomly sample 200 observations from the total CAHW1 population. We repeat this sampling 1000
times, as repeated sampling enables us to find a better estimate of the true mean outcomes and their variance for a
sample of observations.

Minimum detectable effect for outcomes for hypotheses 1 and 2
We use CAHW-level outcomes for testing hypotheses 1 and 2. We present the MDE for each outcome of
hypotheses 1 and 2 in Table 3. Columns 2-7 report outcomes based on a design with sample size 300 and columns 813 report outcomes based on a design with sample size 200. For each design, we calculate the MDE in two different
ways.
The first method uses mean outcomes retrieved from prior CAHW1 data (columns 2 and 7) and assumes constant
variance. These mean outcomes and their standard deviations function as input for calculating the MDE for CAHW2
(columns 3 and 9).
The second method for calculating the MDE differs from the first method, in that we assume a difference in variance
between outcomes for skill-based recruited CAHWs and a comparison group. To perform this calculation we need
two simulate these two subgroups. We simulated a group of skill-based recruited CAHWs by grouping those CAHWs
that had the highest scores on the CAHW1 skills test. We should acknowledge that mean outcomes for this group of
high-skilled CAHWs from CAHW1, might not be similar to mean outcomes for skill-based recruited CAHWs in
CAHW2. It is our closest guest based on expectations we set for the future group of skill-based recruited CAHWs.
The second subgroup, which we will refer to as prior CAHWs, is assumed to be representative for a group of CAHWs
recruited using a different strategy who are not selected based on skills. We create this subgroup by taking a random
subsample of CAHWs participating in CAHW1. This random subsample is likely to contain CAHWs with a lower on
average skill test score compared to skill-based recruited CAHWs. We repeat this sampling 1000 times by which we
aim to create a representative subsample of CAHWs from CAHW1, as explained in the previous section. The two
described subgroups have with the different designs a sample size of 150 (N=300) or 100 (N=200). A detailed
explanation of the procedure for creating subgroups using Stata is provided in appendix Section A.7.2.
In columns 4 and 5 of Table 3, we report mean outcomes for our subgroups for outcomes for hypotheses 1 and 2.
Column 4 reports outcomes of the subgroup formed by a random subsample of CAHWs (150 “prior” CAHWs), and
column 5 reports mean outcomes of the simulated group of skill-based recruited CAHWs (150 high skilled CAHWs).
The mean outcome for the random subsample of CAHWs, and the standard deviations retrieved for both subgroups,
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TABLE 3: Minimum detectable effects for outcomes for hypotheses 1 and 2

Prior
MDE
Constant
variance
(3)

Prior
(N=150)

High
Skill
(N=150)

Mean
(SD)
(4)

Mean
(SD)
(5)

Mean
diff.
(6)

MDE
Different
variance
(7)

Prior
(N=200)
Mean
(SD)
(8)

High
Skill
(N=100)

Mean
(SD)
(10)

Mean
(SD)
(11)

Mean
diff.
(12)

MDE
(13)

Outcome
Outcomes for hypothesis 1: CAHW skills
H1: Skill index

N
(1)

Mean (SD)
(2)

289

0.0
(0.99)

0.321

-0.001
(0.99)

0.760
(0.41)

0.761

0.246

-0.003
(0.99)

0.321

-0.002
(0.99)

0.780
(0.4)

0.782

0.301

H1a: Score skill test
Numeracy (max. 10p)

289

8.510
(2.89)

0.938

8.52
(2.87)

10.5
(1.4)

1.980

0.734

8.5
(2.88)

0.935

8.5
(2.86)

10.5
(1.37)

2.0

0.895

Literacy (max. 7p)

289

4.84
(1.98)

0.643

4.85
(1.97)

5.84
(1.38)

0.990

0.552

4.84
(1.99)

0.646

4.83
(1.98)

5.86
(1.36)

1.03

0.677

Animal Health (max. 20p)

289

13.1
(4.46)

1.447

13.1
(4.45)

16.1
(2.16)

3.0

1.114

13.1
(4.43)

1.438

13.1
(4.42)

16.2
(2.11)

3.1

1.382

Total (max. 40p)

289

26.4
(8.01)

2.6

26.4
(8)

32.4
(3.41)

6.0

1.999

26.500
(7.98)

2.593

26.5
(7.97)

32.7
(3.31)

6.2

2.436

289

26.6
(7.73)

2.509

26.6
(7.71)

32.6
(3.21)

6.0

1.920

26.600
(7.74)

2.512

26.6
(7.69)

32.7
(3.13)

6.1

2.343

281

0.65
(0.2)

0.065

0.65
(0.2)

0.68
(0.2)

0.03

0.065

0.65
(0.2)

0.065

0.65
(0.2)

0.68
(0.19)

0.03

0.078

H2b: DSF correctness score (mean # correct
elements DSF/total # required elements)

281

0.95
(0.009)

0.003

0.95
(0.009)

0.95
(0.009)

0.0

0.003

0.95
(0.009)

0.003

0.95
(0.009)

0.95
(0.009)

0.0

0.004

H2c: Validation score (z-score)

289

-0.001
(0.99)

0.321

0.000
(0.99)

0.093
(0.9)

0.093

0.307

0.003
(0.99)

0.321

0.002
(0.98)

0.1
(0.88)

0.098

0.371

H1b: Score CAHW training final test
Total (max. 40p)
Outcomes for hypothesis 2: CAHW performance
H2a: Monthly reporting frequency (mean #
months DSF submitted/total # months)

MDE
(9)

Prior
(N=100)

Notes: 1) The above outcomes for hypotheses 1 and 2 are calculated using CAHW1 data, referred to as “prior”. 2) Column 1 reports the sample size of the data used to calculate mean outcomes reported in column 2, using
all available CAHW1 data with standard deviations in parentheses. 2) Column 3 reports the MDE for each outcome, assuming constant variance and a sample size of 300. We use Stata to calculate the MDE, for which we
use outcomes reported in Column 2 as input, together with parameters: significance level α = 0.05, and power (1-β) =0.8. 3) Columns 4 and 5 report mean outcomes for subsamples of CAHW1 data with standard deviations
in parentheses: a random subsample and a group formed by the most skilled CAHWs. 4) Column 6 shows the difference in mean outcomes between the subgroups. Column 7 reports the MDE. The MDE is calculated using
the outcomes reported in Column 4 as “control input” and the standard deviations reported in Column 5 as input for the standard deviation of the “experimental group”. Similar parameters are used as before. 5) In Columns
8-13 similar outcomes are reported as those in Columns 2-7, but now for a total sample size of 200. Both in columns 7 and 13 we have underlined the MDEs that are lower than the mean differences presented in respectively
Columns 6 and 12.
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are used to calculate the MDE using a sample with a total size of 300. This MDE is presented in column 7. Similar
outcomes are presented in columns 10 - 13 but now for a total sample size of 200.
We will now discuss the MDEs calculated for each outcome in more detail. In Table 3 we have underlined the
MDE if it is smaller than the calculated difference in means between our subgroups.

Outcomes for hypothesis 1: CAHW skills
In Table 3, we first present MDEs for the outcome skill index. Next, we assess for both tests (CAHW skill test
and CAHW training final test) the final scores. As mentioned before, we use the CAHW1 skill test scores to
simulate outcomes for the CAHW training final test. Therefore, we find similar mean outcomes for both final test
scores. The MDEs for a design with a sample size of 300, reported in columns 3 and 7, are all larger than the
difference in mean outcomes between subgroups for outcomes for hypothesis 1. The same is true for a design with
a sample size of 200. This indicates that regarding the testing of hypothesis 1, the choice for the total sample size
of our experimental design is indifferent and a sample size of 200 is likely to be large enough to detect treatment
effects of significance.
Whereas our prior outcome of interest for testing hypotheses 1a and 1b is the final score of both tests, we also
assess whether we can detect statistically significant treatment effects on partial test scores since this can be an
additional benefit. The outcomes for the partial test scores of the skill test are also presented in Table 3. We do not
present partial scores for the CAHW training final test as these scores are comparable to the ones presented for the
skill test. We find that we are likely to be able to detect treatment effects of significance for partial test scores
because the MDEs calculated for the partial test scores are smaller than the calculated differences between our
subgroups. Again, a design with a sample size of 200 is likely to be large enough to detect statistically significant
treatment effects.

Outcomes for hypothesis 2: CAHW performance
In Table 3, we also present the outcomes for testing hypotheses 2a-c and the calculated MDEs for those
outcomes. The outcome for H2a, monthly reporting frequency, measures the number of months out of the total
number of months part of the evaluation period wherein a DSF is submitted. In the previous round, CAHW could
report over a period of 23 months. The MDE calculated assuming constant variance is similar for both designs,
namely 0.065 (reported in columns 3 and 9). This MDE is equal to the MDE using different standard deviations
for subgroups and a sample size of 300, whereas for a design with a sample size of 200 the MDE is equal to 0.078.
All of the reported MDE’s are more than twice as large as the calculated difference in means between subgroups.
Whereas these results suggest that it is unlikely that we will detect an effect of significance, we argue that a
treatment effect equal to or larger than the reported MDE for a design with sample size 300, can still be detectable
using the final data. We argue this because circumstances affecting this outcome can be different in the coming
evaluation. For example, different types of CAHWs are recruited using two different recruitment strategies and
reports are submitted in three different districts. Moreover, when assessing the statistical significance of the
difference in means between treatment arms in the next round, we will block outcomes by district which is likely
to decrease the standard deviation and lower the MDE. Given these points, we will test this hypothesis in the final
evaluation, but a power analysis should be part of hypothesis testing. By doing this we can assess whether the
power of the test conducted is large enough to argue that a possible detected treatment effect is statistically
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significant. In addition, regarding this outcome, a sample size of 300 would be better to use as this increases the
possibility of detecting a treatment effect of significance.
The outcome used to test hypothesis 2b is the DSF correctness score. We find that all MDEs calculated for both
designs are close to zero. Similar to the previous outcomes, the MDE for a design with a sample size of 200 and
different standard deviations is slightly larger compared to the other calculated MDEs for these outcomes
(respectively 0.004 and 0.003). Based on these outcomes we can state that it would be easy to detect a statistically
significant effect of treatment. Two points require attention with regarding this outcome. First, it is a partly
simulated outcome with standard deviations that are possibly too small. As explained, we compute this score by
using data from CAHW1 and simulating input for elements of the revised DSFs that will be new in CAHW2. We
randomly determine for which DSFs a value is missing or wrong in step 2 and 3 of the simulation procedure for
new elements of the DSF (explained in Section 3.5.2). Hence, each CAHW, whether being a good or bad
performing CAHW, has an equal chance of performing badly. By doing this, we reduce the variation in outcomes
and CAHWs become more similar in performance. This is reflected by the similarity in mean outcomes for the
subgroups we created. In fact, we expect larger variation in scores for CAHWs in CAHW2 because CAHWs are
not likely to be as similar performing as we simulated in this outcome. Second and relatedly, we expect the mean
DSF correctness score to be lower in the next round. During the Kono Pilot, it was difficult to assess whether a
mistake was made on submitted DSFs due to the way how the forms are digitalized. We aim to better detect
mistakes on DSFs in the next round by adjusting the digitalization procedure. This is likely to decrease the mean
correctness score and increase the outcome variance. To summarize, we expect that in the next round, the mean
correctness score is lower, and the variation is larger which will increase the MDE. Figure 2 presents how the
MDE increases when the variation increases.
Our final CAHW-level outcome is the validation score and we use this outcome to test hypothesis 2c. All
calculated MDEs are larger than the detected difference in means between the subgroups. Therefore, we conclude
that it is unlikely that we find a statistically significant treatment effect. Figure 3 on the next page, presents how
power will increase when the effect size increases, while varying the standard deviation for the mean outcome for
skill-based recruitment CAHWs and using a design with sample size 300. We do find smaller standard deviations
for high-skilled CAHWs, and Figure 3 does show us that only a slight reduction in the standard deviation for skillbased recruited CAHWs can increase the likeliness of detecting a statistically significant treatment effect. Still,
with a standard deviation of 0.8, the difference in means between the subgroups should at least be 0.3 to be able
to state the treatment effect is statistically significant. This difference is three times as much as the detected
difference in means between our CAHW1 subgroups (0.093). Despite these results, we will keep this hypothesis
and emphasize the importance of checking the power of the test when testing this hypothesis in the final evaluation.
We consider the validation score as an important means to test the performance of CAHWs. We should keep in
mind that we now compare the MDE to the difference in means between subgroups that we created ourselves and
having an MDE larger than this difference does not imply that we will not find statistically significant treatment
effect in the final evaluation. Similar to what we conclude for the outcome monthly reporting frequency, we can
argue for this outcome that using a sample of 300 would be better as this increases the likeness of detecting
treatment effects of significance.
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FIGURE 2: MDE with increasing variance for outcome correctness score
Notes: This figure presents how the MDE increases when the standard deviation increases for the outcome correctness score. We vary the total
population size.

FIGURE 3: Statistical power with an increasing treatment effect size for outcome validation score
Notes: This figure reports the statistical power of the test when the skill-based treatment effect size increases for outcome measure validation
score. Calculations are based on a design with a sample size of 300. We vary the standard deviation for the outcome for skill-based recruited
CAHWs.

Minimum detectable effect for outcomes for hypotheses 3 and 4
We use baseline household survey data of the Kono Pilot to calculate the MDEs for outcomes used to test
hypotheses 3 and 4. In the final evaluation, we will use endline data. We use all household-level observations for
communities that have a CAHW. We first calculate the intra-cluster correlation (ICC) for each outcome variable
to be able to calculate the MDEs. After that, we calculate the MDE by varying the cluster size. Similar to what we
did for CAHW-level outcomes, we calculate MDEs for designs with a total sample size of 300 and 200. To retrieve
a subsample of 200 communities, we again make use of repetitive sampling to retrieve a representative subsample
of communities. In contrast to what we did for our power-analysis for hypotheses 1 and 2, we will not divide the
sample into subgroups. Since we use baseline data and communities were considered similar at baseline, it does
not make sense to compare outcomes for communities that have a high-skilled CAHW to outcomes for a random
sample of communities. In Table 4 we present the calculated mean outcomes and their standard deviation (column
1), the ICC (column 2) and the MDEs that are varying by cluster size (from 5-25). We present the MDEs for a
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design with a total sample size of 300 (columns 3-8) and a sample size of 200 (columns 9-14). The mean outcomes
reported capturing mean numbers of animals owned, are calculated by excluding outliers (observations in the 99th
percentile). Excluding outliers provides us with data that better represents the wider population. As a result, the
MDEs we calculate are lower because the variance of outcomes decreases.
The first two outcomes presented in Table 4 are our outcomes of interest and are used to test hypotheses 3 and
4. We use these MDEs to determine our ideal cluster size. In general, we can state that the size of MDEs are
reducing if the cluster size increases. We find that for the first two outcomes and using a sample size of 300, the
MDE does not decrease substantially anymore if the cluster size becomes larger than 10. Moreover, we expect the
presented MDEs are likely to be detected in the final evaluation since their size is relatively small. Based on the
reported MDEs, we argue that the cluster size should at least be 10, but we prefer to use a cluster size of 15. We
aim to survey the same households for our endline survey as those that participate in the baseline survey. We
expect our recontact rate, the ability to survey the same number of households for endline as we survey at baseline,
to be around 80%. By using a cluster size of 15 instead of 10, we expect to have a cluster size at endline that is at
least large enough to be able to detect statistically significant treatment effects.
Being able to detect how the number of livestock owned changes in response to having a skill-based recruited
CAHW in the community can be an additional benefit. We assess this by calculating the mean number of animals
owned by households in the community. We do this for the same type of animals that are assessed on the disease

Outcome
Family 3: livestock health and ownership in the community
H3: Livestock health index

TABLE 4: Minimum detectable effects for outcomes for hypotheses 3 and 4
MDE (N=300, 150 clusters per arm)
MDE (N=200, 100 clusters per arm)
Prior
Cluster size
Cluster size
mean
(SD)
5
10
15
20
25
5
10
15
20
25
N=2564
ICC
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(9)
(10)
(11)
(12)
(13)

0.001

0.05

0.068

0.053

0.047

0.044

0.042

0.083

0.065

0.058

0.054

0.051

0.054

0.075

0.061

0.056

0.053

0.051

0.092

0.075

0.069

0.065

0.063

0.11

0.587

0.485

0.447

0.426

0.413

0.718

0.595

0.547

0.522

0.506

0.4

0.191

0.178

0.174

0.171

0.17

0.234

0.218

0.213

0.21

0.208

0.095

0.815

0.661

0.601

0.568

0.548

0.998

0.809

0.736

0.696

0.671

6.421

0.08

0.069

0.064

0.062

0.061

0.098

0.084

0.079

0.076

0.074

1.802

0.064

0.049

0.043

0.04

0.037

0.079

0.06

0.053

0.048

0.046

(0.427)
H4: Livestock ownership
Household owns animal
(0=no, 1=yes)
Number of animals owned by
household:
Number of small ruminants
owned (goats and sheep)
Number of large ruminants
owned (cows)
Number of birds owned
(ducks and chicken)

0.734
(0.442)

2.156
(3.401)
0.187
(0.838)
3.687
(4.873)

Number of pigs owned

0.065
(0.435)

Number of dogs owned

0.141
(0.414)

Notes: 1) This table reports MDEs for outcomes for hypotheses 3 and 4, varying by cluster size. 2) Column 1 reports mean outcomes with standard deviations in
parentheses, for N =2564. 3) Column 2 reports the ICC for all outcomes, calculated using all household-level data collected for the outcomes presented above. 4)
Columns 4-9 and Columns 10-15 report the MDEs with increasing cluster sizes for respectively a sample of 300 and 200.
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surveillance form: small ruminants, large ruminants, dogs, birds, and pigs. The mean outcomes with standard
deviations in parentheses are presented in the first column of Table 4. The MDEs for these outcomes with a cluster
size of 15 (the cluster size that is likely to be used) are presented in columns 5 and 11 of Table 4, for a total sample
size of respectively 300 and 200. It is hard to conclude whether we are likely to detect the reported MDE, and we
expect this to vary per type of animal. Households own mostly small ruminants and birds. We expect that improved
animal health in the community can make that household expand their herd with additional goats or sheep, and
less likely with dogs. Therefore, considering the size of the MDE with a cluster size of 15, we expect that it is
likely that we detect treatment effects of significance on mean outcomes capturing the number of small ruminants
and birds owned. We want to note that we cannot fully ensure that any statistically significant treatment effect will
detect is caused by the treatment. The above sub-outcomes for hypotheses 4 will be considered as secondary
outcomes.

Conclusion
The main purpose of this power analysis is to examine whether it is likely that we will find treatment effects
that are as least as large as the calculated minimum detectable treatment effects for our outcomes. We find that for
hypothesis 1 we are likely to be able to detect statistically significant effects. Regarding hypothesis 2, our findings
are less conclusive. We expect that finding a statistically significant treatment effect of skill-based recruitment is
attainable for outcomes measuring the correctness score (H2b). In contrast, for the outcome monthly reporting
frequency and validation score, we are not likely to detect statistically significant treatment effects, given the input
we have based on CAHW1 data. A power analysis should be part of the hypothesis testing when using the real
data, to examine whether the power of the test conducted is large enough to argue that a possible detected treatment
effect is statistically significant. For our final hypotheses we do expect to be able to detect statistically significant
effects of treatment for both outcomes of interest: livestock health (H3) and livestock ownership (H4). Still, we
are unable to calculate an MDE for these outcomes when accounting for possible different standard deviations
between subgroups. Having different standard deviations might affect the MDE we can detect with significance,
and so we recommend conducting a power calculation as part of the final evaluation.
Another purpose of the power analysis is to assess what difference it will make if we use a design with a total
sample size of 300 versus a design with a total sample size of 200. The results of the power analysis with respect
to the sample size, are inconclusive. We conclude that it is either likely or unlikely to detect a statistically
significant treatment effect for an outcome, irrespective of the sample size of the design. Because an MDE
decreases when the sample size increases, we prefer to use a sample size of 300 in the final evaluation. This
increases the chance of finding an effect for those outcomes for which it now seems unlikely that we will detect a
treatment effect of significance (e.g. monthly reporting frequency and validation score). Regarding the cluster size,
we will use a cluster size of 15 as argued in the previous section. In the remainder of this PAP, we will continue
with a design that has two treatment arms and a total sample size of 300.

3.6

Empirical strategy

The aim of this evaluation is to estimate the effect of being recruited using our skill-based selection mechanism
compared to being recruited using any other recruitment mechanism. For all our hypotheses we can make the
following assumption: all CAHWs are trained in the same way and are able to have the same level of required
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knowledge of animal health and CAHW responsibilities after installation. Hence, any differences in outcomes can
be attributed to the CAHW being recruited through one of the two strategies (assuming a design with sample size
300 and two treatment arms).

Average treatment effect
Our primary estimand is the average treatment effect (ATE) of recruitment. For all hypotheses, we estimate the
ATE using OLS regression as an estimator. For CAHW-level outcomes we use the following model:
𝑌𝑖 = 𝛽0 + 𝛽1 𝑆𝐵𝑅𝑖 + 𝛽2 𝑋𝑖 + 𝜀𝑖

(3.1)

where Yi is outcome Y for outcomes for hypotheses 1 and 2 listed in Table 2, for CAHW i; β1 is the parameter of
interest, the ATE; SBRi is a dummy with value 1 if CAHW i is recruited based on human capital, and value 0 if
the CAHW is recruited using another strategy; Xi is a fixed effect for district, the variable used for blocking; and
εi the idiosyncratic error term. A similar model can be defined for household-level outcomes used to test hypotheses
3 and 4. Instead of using a CAHW indicator i, we use a household indicator ch, which refers to household h from
community c:
(3.2)

𝑌ℎ𝑐 = 𝛽0 + 𝛽1 𝑆𝐵𝑅𝑐 + 𝛽2 𝑋𝑐 + 𝜀𝑐

Intention to treat effects and Local average treatment effects
Besides estimating the ATE, we estimate the Local Average Treatment Effect (LATE). If a CAHW does not
attend the full training or if a CAHW does not service in her or her community, then the ATE will provide us with
an incorrect measure of the effect of skill-based recruitment. In fact, we then measure the Intention to Treat effect
(ITT). The ITT ignores so-called noncompliance of CAHWs. The ATE is equal to the ITT if there is full
compliance. By estimating the LATE we account for noncompliance of CAHWs. It differs per hypothesis we test,
what compliance entails. For testing hypothesis 1 we consider CAHWs as compliers if they have completed
CAHW training. For hypotheses 2-4, we consider CAHWs as compliers and households as being treated, if 1) the
CAHW has completed CAHW training; 2) the CAHW has submitted at least one disease surveillance form; and
3) the CAHW has participated in the CAHW endline survey. We create a dummy variable treatment status which
has value 1 for skill-based recruited CAHWs that are considered as compliers (for outcomes for H1 and H2) or for
households from communities that are considered as treated and have a skill-based recruited CAHW (outcomes
for H3 and H4). If else, this variable has value 0. We estimate the LATE by running a two-stage least squares
(2SLS) regression. We regress our outcomes on the treatment variable (SBR), using variable treatment status (TS)
as an instrumental variable and all other exogenous variables. To estimate the LATE we run the following 2SLS
model that consists of two regressions:
(3.3)

̂𝑖 = 𝛾0 + 𝛾1 𝑇𝑆𝑖 + 𝛾2 𝑋𝑖 + 𝜀𝑖
1. 𝑆𝐵𝑅
̂𝑖 + 𝛿2 𝑋𝑖 + 𝜀𝑖
2. 𝑌𝑖 = 𝛿0 + 𝛿1 𝑆𝐵𝑅

̂𝑖 is an estimate for skill-based recruitment, both for
where TSi is the dummy variable treatment status and 𝑆𝐵𝑅
CAHW i. We substitute the first estimation in the second equation, where Yi are outcomes Y for hypotheses 1 and
2 listed in Table 2 for CAHW i; parameter δ1 is the estimate for the LATE; Xi is a fixed effect for district, the
variable used for blocking; and εi the idiosyncratic error term. We run similar regressions to estimate the LATE on
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household-level outcomes that are used to test hypotheses 3 and 4. We replace the CAHW indicator i by an
indicator for household h from community c:
(3.4)

̂𝑐 = 𝛾0 + 𝛾1 𝑇𝑆𝑐 + 𝛾2 𝑋𝑐 + 𝜀𝑖
1. 𝑆𝐵𝑅
̂𝑐 + 𝛿2 𝑋𝑐 + 𝜀𝑖
2. 𝑌𝑐ℎ = 𝛿0 + 𝛿1 𝑆𝐵𝑅

̂𝑐 is an estimate for skill-based recruitment, both for
where TSc is the dummy variable treatment status and 𝑆𝐵𝑅
community c. Ych are outcomes Y for hypotheses 3 and 4 listed in Table 2 for household h from community c;
parameter δ1 is again the estimate for the LATE.

We use robust standard errors for all models that we use to estimate treatment effects for CAHW-level outcomes
(models 3.1 and 3.3). For models that we use to estimate treatment effects for household-level outcomes, we cluster
standard errors at the community level. The sample size for estimating hypotheses 1 and 2, capturing CAHW-level
outcomes, is equal to the number of trained CAHWs, which is by definition also the number of beneficiary
communities. The sample size for estimating hypotheses 3 and 4, capturing household-level outcomes, is equal to
the total number of households participating in the endline household survey.

Heterogenous treatment effects
To test our hypotheses that capture heterogeneous treatment effects, we estimate the Conditional Average
Treatment Effect (CATE). The CATE can be estimated using the following model:
(3.5)

𝑌𝑖 = 𝛼0 + 𝛼1 𝑆𝐵𝑅𝑖 + 𝛼2 𝑍𝑖 + 𝛼3 𝑆𝐵𝑅𝑖 𝑍𝑖 + 𝛼4 𝑋𝑖 + 𝜀𝑖

This model is similar to model 3.1 and parameters Yi , SBRi , Xi and εi have the same values. In this model α1 is the
ATE. The parameter Zi is a pre-treatment covariate identifying CAHWs for which we expect to find larger effects
of treatment. These pre-treatment covariates (or subgroups of CAHWs) were already introduced in Section 3.3.2.
To illustrate how we get an estimate of the CATE, we provide an example using one of our pre-treatment
covariates: prior educational attainment. We let Zi be a dummy for high or low prior education, with value 1 if a
CAHW’s prior highest obtained education is “senior secondary” or higher, and value 0 if the highest obtained
education is “primary education” or “junior secondary”. Then α 3 is the interaction effect, which can be interpreted
as the difference between the ATE among CAHWs with a high level of prior education CAHWs with a low level
of prior education. The CATE for CAHWs with low prior education is equal to the ATE (α 1) and for CAHWs with
a high level of prior education, this is equal to the sum of the ATE and the interaction effect (α 1 + α3).

Inference criteria
All our hypotheses reflect a positive relationship between the independent and dependent variable(s). As has
been previously stated in Section 3.5, we set our p-level α equal to 0.05 and power (1-β) equal to 0.8. Since we
have multiple groups of hypotheses we will account for multiple comparisons. When testing multiple hypotheses
there is an increased chance that we find significant treatment effects using a significance level of 0.05, without
this actually being caused by the treatment. This would be a Type I error of concluding there is an effect while in
fact there is no effect. We try to limit the chance of falsely rejecting the null hypotheses in two ways. First, we
create indices capturing mean effects for multiple outcomes by which we limit the number of hypotheses that we
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have to test. We create the skill index such that we can also test one hypothesis instead of running tests for all
(partial) test scores. Likewise, we create a livestock health index for testing H3 capturing animal deaths and disease
prevalence in communities. Second, for measuring heterogeneous treatment effects and for assessing the impact
of disease surveillance by assessing the number of animals owned by each household (H4), we will adjust the pvalue of our estimates using the Benjamini & Hochberg Procedure. This procedure controls the False Discovery
Rate (FDR). The FDR is the expected proportion of true null hypotheses that are rejected among all rejected null
hypotheses (Benjamini, Krieger, & Yekutieli, 2006). By applying the Benjamini & Hockberg Procedure, we adjust
p-values for each hypothesis that is part of a larger group of hypotheses. We will have M p-values with P = (P1,
…,Pm) and M equal to the number of hypotheses with M = (1,.…, m). We order the observed p-values as P1 ≤ …
≤ Pi. Knowing the observed p-values we can conduct the one-stage linear step-up procedure and calculate the
FDR-adjusted p-values, following Benjamini et al. (2006):
𝑖

1.

We find x = max {i: p(i) ≤ ( ) 𝛼 }

2.

We will reject all null hypotheses for (Pi, …., Px) and not reject null hypotheses for (Px, …., Pm). If x is

𝑀

equal to m, we can reject all null hypotheses.

It is not possible to account for the FDR adjusted p-values in power calculations. In the analysis we conduct in
Section 4, we will indicate the outcome of our tests using our initial (naïve) p-value of 0.05 and using FDR adjusted
p-values, if applicable.

3.7

Internal and external validity
Internal validity

Limited possibilities to assess the extent of CAHWs service delivery
We aim to capture the performance of a CAHW in multiple ways, such as through assessing the usability of
submitted disease surveillance forms and validation scores. However, if CAHWs are aware of how their
performance is measured, they might only take effort to perform well during validation activities and submit
correctly filled in disease surveillance forms once in a while. This can provide them with a relatively high
performance score. We have designed our performance measures such that we capture CAHW performance as
good as possible given the resources we have to assess their performance. In addition, we ask community members
about CAHW efforts and presence in the community at endline. Nevertheless, our resources are limited in their
ability to fully monitor whether CAHW performance measures reflect their actual level of performance in their
communities. This is a threat to our internal validity.
Related to this is another threat to the internal validity, which is that we cannot capture the total area of service
delivery of an individual CAHW. This might underestimate the performance of CAHWs. We do expect CAHWs
to perform disease surveillance in other communities than their own, which is not a problem in itself. However,
our survey instrument is designed for examining CAHW performance in the community he or she is assigned to.
Only the disease surveillance forms can function as a means to assess to what extent CAHWs perform disease
surveillance in communities other than their own, since the CAHW is asked to report the community the sick
animal is from.
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Spillovers
While not measuring CAHW performance in surrounding smaller communities is a threat to our internal
validity, it can also be considered as a benefit. We select relatively large communities that are surrounded by
smaller communities that can be served. Considering that we only select larger communities, we expect no
spillover effects from one beneficiary community to another. Community members are likely to ask their own
CAHW for services instead of a CAHW from a community further away, and a CAHW is not likely to serve in a
community that already has a CAHW. It can happen that two CAHWs from different communities both serve in
the same surrounding communities that do not have a CAHW. This does not affect the validity of our data as there
is no data collected in those communities.

Attrition
Attrition can occur in our experiment, for example, if we cannot survey the same households at endline as we
did during our baseline. This can cause measurement problems as our sample sizes decrease. We aim to limit the
impact of attrition regarding our household-level data, by using a cluster size larger than the minimum size required
for detecting treatment effects of significance. Also, CAHWs could drop out of our sample for various reasons.
CAHW drop-out rates might be correlated with the selection mechanism through which they are recruited. Applied
to our sample, we expect that high-skilled CAHWs are more likely to move out form their communities compared
to lower-skilled CAHWs because they are likely to find better employment opportunities elsewhere. This forms a
threat to our internal validity.

Non-compliance
Another threat to our internal validity is non-compliance of CAHWs. CAHWs might not attend the full training
such that their CAHW knowledge is limited, and as a result, we cannot assume that they have received the same
treatment as all other CAHWs in the evaluation. Similarly, an installed CAHW might not deliver disease
surveillance in his or her community, making that their communities cannot be considered as treated. As noted in
Section 3.6, we will estimate also the LATE, such that we can account for non-compliance of CAHWs.

External validity
We use this evaluation to learn more about the relationship between human capital and performance of public
sector workers. This case study is conducted using a large sample of public sector workers. The outcomes of this
study are generalizable in the following ways. First, this study is conducted in a developing context and we expect
outcomes of this study to be generalizable to the wider One Health context in Sierra Leone but also in similar
developing contexts that search for means to recruit high-quality public sector workers. We expect that human
capital is relatively scarce in our context. Specifically, we expect that we can find only a few (e.g. less than 10)
eligible candidates in each community and we expect the impact of recruiting based on human capital to be large.
The study conducted in Sierra Leone by Casey et al. (2018) provides evidence for this. Second, whereas prior
public sector literature is primarily focused on the link between public service motivation and performance, we
contribute to this literature by studying the importance of human capital within this link and human capital in itself
in relation to performance. This study functions as one of the first studies that apply a selection mechanism based
on initial human capital in the recruitment procedure. If selection based on skills is indeed an effective mechanism
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that can ensure the quality of public sector workers in a preliminary stage, the outcomes of this study can contribute
to the wider range of literature studying personnel recruitment and performance of public sector workers. The
specific design of the selection procedure entailed in this study is typical for recruitment of workers in a developing
context, but the principle idea behind the design can be applied in a wider range of contexts: people can apply for
a job and from the pool of applicants, the recruiting organization selects the candidate with the highest level of
skills required for the specific job.
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4. Mock analysis
4.1

Introduction to mock analysis

In this section, we will do a mock analysis of results. A mock analysis allows us to capture the structure of the
data, learn more about how to conduct the final analysis and foresee any problems with testing our hypotheses.
There are different ways for conducting mock analyses, especially concerning the type of data use. One way to
retrieve mock data is by creating data yourself by means of simulating a research design (Blair, Cooper, Coppock,
& Humphrey, 2019). Beforehand, one can set expectations on the distribution of outcomes and effects of treatment
and simulate data accordingly. Subsequently, the statistical power of the design can be explored, as well as other
so-called “diagnosands” of interest (e.g. sampling bias or standard deviations of estimates). Another way for
creating mock data, is through taking a subsample of the final data, as was done by Humphreys, De La Sierra, and
van der Windt (2011). A third way to create mock data is by using prior data available and randomly allocate
observations to treatment and control groups. Outcomes can be adjusted for both groups, according to expectations
that are set regarding outcomes for both groups. Also, one can add random noise to observations, which can
increase the generalizability of observations. Considering the means we have available to create mock data for the
final evaluation, we will apply a method for creating mock data that is similar to the third method presented but
differs in the allocation of observations to treatment and control groups. We have CAHW1 data available,
including skill outcomes for CAHWs. This is an outcome of interest as it can support us in differentiating highskilled CAHWs from other types of CAHWs. We use CAHW1 data and simulate outcomes that are not measured
as part of the CAHW1 evaluation. Hence, this data is similar to the data used to compute the MDEs. We will use
a total sample size of 300 and create similar subgroups of CAHWs as we did for the power analysis (high-skilled
CAHWs and comparison group). Besides, we randomly allocate eligible CAHWs to treatment and control in each
of the three participating districts. The difference in means between the high-skilled CAHWs (likely to represent
the skill-based recruited CAHWs) and the comparison group is the treatment effect we are interested in. We want
to emphasize that by forming these groups of CAHWs, we aim to simulate two groups of CAHWs that represent
the CAHWs that will participate in the final evaluation. This simulation of groups is based on the expectations we
have set regarding the characteristics of the two types of CAHWs. It could be that the comparison group we form
is not a good representation of the control group that will be part of our final evaluation. Still, it is our best guess
of a comparison group for which we do not yet know based on what selection criteria CAHWs from that group
will be selected.
In the next sections, we will explain in more detail how we prepare the data for this mock analysis and explain
how the results of this mock analysis should be interpreted. After that, we continue by testing our prespecified
hypotheses. We want to note that at this point, we are not able to simulate outcomes for our defined mechanisms,
as data for these outcomes is collected during the endline survey for CAHW1 for which we have no data available.
Therefore, we will not simulate the testing of our mechanisms.

4.2

Data used for mock analysis

As mentioned above, we use similar data for our mock analysis as for our MDE calculations. This data captures
all outcomes of interest for 289 CAHWs and their communities. Below we describe the procedure used to create
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a treatment and control group for our analysis. A detailed description of this procedure is provided in Appendix
A.7.5.
To start with, we create a subgroup formed by the 150 most skilled CAHWs and their communities from
CAHW1. We will refer to these CAHWs as the skill-based recruited CAHWs and together they form the treatment
group (T = 1). Next, we create a group with a random sample of 150 CAHWs and this group will function as a
control group (T=0). This group represents the group against which we will test our hypotheses. Observations for
this comparison group differ from observations for the comparison group we used for our power calculations. In
contrast to what we did for the creation of a comparison group for the calculation of MDEs, we will not apply
repetitive random sampling for the creation of a mock control group. Instead, we randomly sample 150
observations from our CAHW1 data only once and keep those observations as data for our control group. In
addition, we add random noise to our outcomes. By doing this, we aim to create a comparison group that is
representative of a wider population. We will not add noise to the outcomes monthly reporting frequency,
correctness score, and livestock ownership, as their values would become larger than 1 or smaller than 0 (not
possible for values that capture proportions. As we mentioned in section 3.5.2, we expect to detect a lower mean
value and larger variation for outcome correctness score in the final evaluation compared to our simulated score
using CAHW1 data. Therefore, for our mock analysis we adjust this outcome, such that it is more likely to
represent observations in the final evaluation. We simulate this outcome using a normal distribution with mean
0.94 and a standard deviation 0.05 (using CAHW1 data we found a mean of 0.95 and a standard deviation equal
to 0.009). We do not adjust the outcomes monthly reporting frequency, livestock ownership, and the number of
animals owned by households.
Finally, we merge the observations for both groups such that we have a dataset with 300 observations.
Subsequently, we randomly allocate CAHWs to one of the three districts. In each district, we will have 50 CAHWs
from the treatment group and 50 CAHWs from the control group. Table A4 in the appendix provides descriptive
statistics for the two groups of CAHWs.

4.3

Interpretation of results

The results of the analysis presented in the next sub-sections should be interpreted with caution for several
reasons. First, our analysis is based on data from a different round of CAHW training (CAHW1). Consequently,
the simulated data is not representative of the sample of communities and their CAHWs that are participating in
the next round. Neither is the data a true representation of the performance of CAHWs from CAHW1 because part
of the outcomes is simulated, and we use baseline survey data for our community-level outcomes instead of endline
data. Second and relatedly, assignment to treatment arms is not completely random. One treatment arm will consist
of a random sample of communities with large variation in outcomes, whereas the other treatment arm consists of
communities with CAHWs that scored best on the CAHW1 skill test. As discussed in the previous section, we
cannot ensure that these treatment and control groups represent the group of CAHWs that will be compared in the
final evaluation. Third, from our MDE calculations, we can conclude that it is likely that we find a positive
correlation between treatment and the correctness score. We expect that for our mock results, the likelihood of
finding positive treatment effects does not hold. On the one hand, because each CAHW has an equal probability
of scoring high or low on this outcome due to simulation of input, we expect to have a sample of CAHWs that are
more similar performing compared to a real sample of CAHWs. This reduces the chance of finding significant
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treatment effects. On the other hand, for CAHWs in the comparison group, we have simulated outcomes based on
a lower mean outcome and larger standard deviation compared to CAHW from the treatment group. This can
increase the chance of finding significant treatment effects. Given these points, it is likely that we find statistically
significant differences in means between the two treatment arms using our mock data. But more importantly,
any detected statistically significant effect is meaningless. The focus of this simulation is on hypothesis testing
and we will not draw any conclusions from the measured effects.

4.4

Results
Results for hypotheses 1 and 2

In Table 5 we present our mock treatment effects for hypotheses 1 and 2. We present the ATE (column 2)
assuming full compliance and the LATE (column 3) for those CAHWs that complied with their responsibilities,
according to the requirements set in Section 3.6. For hypothesis 1, we find significant treatment effects for each
hypothesis for both estimands, which is not surprising considering that we selected those CAHWs that scored best
on the skill test to be in the treatment group. We find a compliance rate of over 0.99, that we use to estimate the
LATE. Since there is nearly full compliance, we find that the LATE is only slightly larger. Regarding the outcomes
for hypothesis 2, also reported in Table 3, our mock results illustrate that the most skilled CAHWs from CAHW1
do perform better compared to the comparison group. However, these estimates are insignificant. The LATE
estimates for hypotheses 2a-c (column 4) are similar to the estimated ATEs, because the compliance rate used to
estimate these outcomes is 0.98. As we noted in Section 3.2.1 that introduces our hypotheses, we aim to find
positive treatment effects for our hypotheses, but we may find statistically significant negative treatment effects
TABLE 5: Treatment effects for hypotheses 1 and 2
Mean
T=0
Hypotheses
(sd)
(1)
H1: Skill-based recruited CAHWs have higher CAHW skills
Mean effect for hypothesis 1 - skill index
0.030
(1.352)
H1a: Treated CAHWs have higher literacy and numeracy skills, and
26.88
better animal health knowledge
(7.931)
H1b: Treated CAHWs have higher CAHW training knowledge
27.01
(7.627)
H2: Skill-based recruited CAHWs deliver higher quality disease
surveillance
H2a: Treated CAHWs submit disease surveillance reports more
frequently
H2b: Treated CAHWs submit disease surveillance reports with higher
usability
H2c: Treated CAHWs are better able to identify and report symptoms of
sick animals
N

ATE
T=1
(se)
(2)

LATE
T=1
(se)
(3)

0.734***
(0.116)
5.616***
(0.705)
5.620***
(0.676)

0.741***
(0.115)
5.692***
(0.701)
5.673***
(0.672)

0.66
(0.215)
0.924
(0.154)
0.008
(1.399)

0.012
(0.025)
0.014
(0.015)
0.050
(0.139)

0.012
(0.025)
0.014
(0.016)
0.051
(0.141)

150

300

300

Notes: 1) Column 1 presents the mean outcome for the control group, with the standard deviation in parenthesis. 2) Column 2 reports the
average treatment effect hypotheses 1 and 2 with robust standard errors of the estimate in parentheses. We report outcomes both for the mean
effect of Hypothesis 1 (skill index) and for the outcomes of both hypotheses 1a and 1b separately. 3) Columns 3 estimates the local average
treatment effects, again with robust standard errors in parentheses. For hypothesis 1(A&B) we consider CAHWs that completed CAHW
training as compliers. For hypothesis 2(A-C), we consider CAHWs as compliers if they completed CAHW training and submitted at least 1
DSF. 4) With treated CAHW we refer to CAHWs that are recruited based on skills. 5) Full OLS regression results for estimating the above
treatment effects are presented in Table A5 (Hypothesis 1, ATE), A6 (Hypothesis 1, LATE); and A7 (Hypothesis 2) in the appendix. 6) All
treatment effects are calculated using fixed effects for districts. 7) Significant levels are indicated by *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1.
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TABLE 6: Heterogeneous treatment effects for hypotheses 1 and 2
Outcome for
H1

Independent variables by HTE hypothesis
Skills (HTE1) or performance (HTE3) of treated CAHWs is
higher for CAHWS with higher prior education
Treatment
Educational attainment (0 if primary, junior secondary; 1 if
senior secondary or higher)
Treatment * Educational attainment

Skill (HTE2) or performance (HTE4) of treated CAHWs is
higher for CAHWS from larger communities
Treatment
CAHW community population size
(pop. size above median pop. size: 1 if yes, 0 if no)
Treatment * CAHW community population size

Skill index
(1)

0.832***
(0.156)
0.361
(0.220)
-0.228
(0.231)

0.023
(0.035)
0.059*
(0.035)
-0.026
(0.049)

0.000
(0.023)
-0.005
(0.025)
0.029
(0.030)

-0.006
(0.198)
0.196
(0.232)
0.115
(0.280)

0.921***
(0.163)
0.430*
(0.219)
-0.380*
(0.229)

0.006
(0.036)
0.075**
(0.035)
0.010
(0.048)

0.012
(0.028)
0.023
(0.025)
0.003
(0.030)

-0.053
(0.231)
0.173
(0.229)
0.198
(0.276)

0.003
(0.035)
-0.036
(0.036)
0.018
(0.052)

0.000
(0.020)
-0.024
(0.027)
0.026
(0.035)

0.148
(0.179)
0.167
(0.229)
-0.190
(0.284)

300

300

300

HTE5: Performance of treated CAHWs is higher for CAHWS
that are politically connected
Treatment
CAHW politically connected (1 if yes, 0 if no)
Treatment * CAHW politically connected

N

Outcomes for H2a – H2c
Monthly
reporting
Correctness
Validation
frequency
score
score
(2)
(3)
(4)

300

Notes: 1) This table reports heterogeneous treatment effects for hypotheses 1 and 2 as listed in Section 3.2.2 2) With treated CAHWs we refer to
CAHWs that are recruited based on skills. 3) Column 1 reports mean outcomes for the control group with standard deviation in parentheses. 4)
Columns 2-5 report the CATE for H1 and H2 outcomes with robust standard errors in parentheses. 5) Full OLS regression results can be found
in Tables A8 – A11 in the appendix. 6) All estimates are calculated using fixed effects for districts. 7) Significant levels are indicated by ***
p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1.

or insignificant treatment effects in our final evaluation. This is dependent on the recruitment strategy applied
in the other treatment arm. Although the results reported in Table 3 present mock results, they might be
similar to the final results we will obtain if the skill-based recruited CAHWs perform similar to CAHWs from the
other treatment arm.
Table 6 reports CATE estimands (heterogeneous treatment effects) for hypotheses 1 and 2. We assess whether
treatment effects on outcomes skill index and performance are positive and larger for CAHWs with higher prior
education or CAHWs from larger communities. Besides, we assess whether treatment effects on outcomes for
performance are positive and larger for CAHWs that are politically connected. Our mock results show that prior
education has a negative effect on the index measuring skills of CAHWs, but this interaction effect is statistically
insignificant. Besides, we find a negative interaction effect for skill-based recruited CAHWs from larger
populations. However, this effect is only significant at the 10 percent level. Regarding heterogeneous treatment
effects on outcomes for performance, we find no significant interaction effect using any of the pre-treatment
covariates. Since we do multiple comparisons and test 11 similar hypotheses for heterogeneous treatment effects
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TABLE 7: FDR-adjusted p-values for 11 hypotheses capturing heterogeneous treatment effects

Outcome variable
H1: Skill index
H2a: Monthly reporting frequency

H2b: Correctness score

H2c: Validation score

Interaction dummy
variable X
(Interaction = Treatment *
X)
Educational attainment
Community population size
Educational attainment
Community population size
CAHW politically connected
Educational attainment
Community population size
CAHW politically connected
Educational attainment
Community population size
CAHW politically connected

Naïve p-value
0.324
0.099
0.591
0.838
0.730
0.334
0.932
0.464
0.683
0.472
0.504

FDR-adjusted p-value
based on 11 hypotheses
0.009
0.005
0.032
0.045
0.041
0.014
0.05
0.018
0.036
0.023
0.027

Notes: This table reports the naïve p-values and FDR-adjusted p-values for the interaction effects that are reported in Table 6. In
total, we have 11 hypotheses that capture heterogeneous treatment effects. We estimate 2 HTEs for outcomes for hypothesis 1 and 9
(3 outcomes * 3 pre-treatment covariates) for outcomes for hypothesis 2.

at the same time, we adjust for multiple comparisons by calculating FDR- adjusted p-values for the reported
interaction effects. We presented the adjusted p-values in Table 7. Without controlling for multiple comparisons,
the retrieved or so-called naïve p-value for the interaction effect is compared with a significance level of 0.05 (in
Table 6 we also report significance at the 10 percent level). None of the reported interaction effects are significant
at the 5 percent level. When controlling for multiple comparisons, we compare the naïve p-values to an FDRadjusted p-value that is smaller than 0.05 (value depends on the rank of the naïve p-value). Therefore, the
conclusion we draw from the results reported in Table 6 will not change when we compare the naïve p-values to
FDR-adjusted p-values reported in Table 7, as none of the naïve p-values are smaller than 0.05. We do include
Table 7 in this mock analysis to illustrate the application of FDR-adjusted p-values. If interaction effects are
significant at the 5 percent level in the final evaluation, then the naïve p-values should be compared to FDRadjusted p-values. Subsequently, it can be concluded whether the detected significant interaction effects are still
statistically significant when comparing the naïve p-values with the FDR-adjusted p-values.

Results for hypotheses 3 and 4
Table 8 on the next page reports the ATE and LATE for hypotheses 3 and 4. We find no statistically significant
treatment effects for hypothesis 3, whereas we do for hypothesis 4. We find a positive treatment effect on livestock
ownership by households. The compliance rate that is used to estimate the LATE, is again equal to 0.98. For our
treatment effects on secondary outcomes for H4, that capture the mean number of animals owned by households
in communities that have a CAHW, we find a statistically significant negative treatment effect for the number of
dogs owned by households. This effect is not considered statistically significant anymore when comparing the
naïve p-value to the FDR-adjusted p-value (reported in respectively columns 4 and 5). As noted in section 3.5.3,
it is of interest to test treatment effects on secondary outcomes in the final evaluation, but conclusions should be
drawn with caution since the detected effects might not be caused by the treatment. Whether an effect is caused
by the treatment or not, can be motivated by comparing the significance size, and the direction of detected effects
among the secondary outcomes. To illustrate, using our mock data we find significant treatment effects on the
number of dogs owned, while this is not likely to be caused by the treatment. This is because dogs are the least
owned type of animals by households among the other types of animals considered, as can be concluded from
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TABLE 8: ATE and LATE for hypotheses 3 and 4

Naïve pvalue
(4)

FDR –
adjuste
d pvalue
(5)

0.178
(0.341)

0.602

0.04

0.358
(0.236)

0.363
(0.238)

0.128

0.02

5.087
(6.830)

-0.256
(0.381)

-0.260
(0.385)

0.5

0.03

Number of pigs owned

0.240
(1.774)

0.039
(0.155)

0.040
(0.157)

0.8

0.05

Number of dogs owned

0.233
(0.618)

-0.070**
(0.035)

-0.071**
(0.035)

0.043

0.01

1,101

2,238

2,238

Mean
T=0
(1)
-0.065
(1.070)

ATE
(2)
0.094
(0.117)

LATE
(3)
0.095
(0.117)

0.887
(0.316)

0.030**
(0.015)

0.030**
(0.015)

1,303

2,653

2,653

Number of small ruminants owned (goats and sheep)

2.721
(4.234)

0.175
(0.337)

Number of large ruminants owned (cow)

0.213
(1.049)

Number of birds owned (ducks and chicken)

Hypotheses and secondary outcomes
H3: Skill-based recruited CAHWs deliver more effective disease
surveillance – livestock health index
H4: Livestock ownership increases in communities with skillbased recruited CAHWs. – dummy households owns animals
(1 if household owns animals, 0 if not)
N

H4 secondary outcomes: mean number of animals owned
by households

N

Notes: 1) This table reports treatment effects for hypotheses 3 and 42) Column 1 reports mean outcomes for H3 outcomes for CAHWs from
the control group with standard deviations in parentheses. 3) Columns 2 and 3 reports respectively ATE and LATE with clustered standard
errors in parentheses. 4) Column 4 reports the p-values for the LATE estimates, and column 5 the FDR – adjusted p-values using the p-values
that are reported in column 4. 5) Table A12 in the appendix reports the full OLS regression results for estimates of the primary outcomes
reported above (livestock health and household livestock ownership). All estimates are calculated using fixed effects for districts. 6) Significant
levels are indicated by *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1.

mean outcomes reported in Column 1 of Table 4. Hence, it is more likely that the number of small ruminants and
birds owned by households changes first in response to effective or non-effective CAHW efforts, followed by the
number of pigs, dogs or large ruminants owned.
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Discussion and conclusion
In this pre-analysis plan, we have set out the purpose of our evaluation and the research design. The overall
purpose of this evaluation is twofold. First, we aim to assess the relationship between human capital and
performance of public sector workers. Second, we aim to evaluate a new strategy for recruiting CAHWs in Sierra
Leone. These two objectives complement each other as the case study we conduct can support us in learning more
about how a skill-based strategy to recruit public sector workers can increase the performance of public sector
workers. Throughout this PAP, we have defined elements that contribute to the research design. These are, among
others, the implementation strategy, the design of the skill-based recruitment strategy, the hypotheses, the
outcomes, and the data sources used. We have drawn conclusions from calculations of MDEs that determined the
final list of hypotheses that we present in this PAP. We can conclude that we are likely to detect positive effects
of skill-based recruitment on skill outcomes, but no distinctive conclusion could be drawn for our other outcomes:
performance of CAHWs and the impact of their disease surveillance.
We want to list some points that require attention regarding the design of the final evaluation and the conclusions
that can be drawn from our analysis. First, we have calculated the MDEs using partly simulated data and by
creating subgroups. By this, we aimed to simulate data that is likely to represent the group of skill-based recruited
CAHWs and a treatment arm to which we can compare outcomes. Because of this simulation the real MDEs for
our outcomes, which we cannot measure for now, can differ from the ones presented in this PAP. Second and
relatedly, to whom we will compare the skill-based recruited CAHWs matters for the size and direction of the
treatment effect we can detect. CAHWs in other treatment arms will be selected using a different type of selection
mechanism which is, similar to the skill-based recruitment, likely to be based on a personal trait. If this trait is
correlated with skills, correlated with one of the outcome measures of our hypotheses, or correlated with the pretreatment covariates used to assess heterogeneous treatment effects, then the positive treatment effects we aim to
measure for the skill-based recruited CAHWs are likely to be affected. We might be able to confirm our
hypotheses. At the same time, we might find no treatment effects or find out that the other strategy is more
successful in recruiting CAHWs that deliver high-quality services. Third, the size of the treatment arms matters
for the statistically significant treatment effects we can detect. The conclusions we can draw from our MDE
calculations do not differ if we use a sample size of 200 or 300. However, since for some outcomes we are less
likely to be able to detect a significant effect, and since MDEs are smaller when sample size increases, we argue
that using a sample of 300 in this evaluation can support us in the ability to detect as many significant treatment
effects for our listed hypotheses as possible. The list of hypotheses we present in this PAP is designed after reevaluating the likeness of being able to detect treatment effects. Considering that we were not able to conclude
that is likely to detect statistically significant treatment effects for all our hypotheses, we emphasize the importance
of conducting a power analysis again when doing the final evaluation. The latter is specifically true for hypothesis
2. A positive additional note is that we were not able to apply the use of blocking when calculating the MDEs.
Blocking is likely to reduce the MDE and can increase the possibility of finding statistically significant treatment
effects.
Overall, this PAP can support and guide the research team in conducting the evaluation. The mock analysis
shows what the final evaluation can look like, although the presented results should not be interpreted as real
effects. We expect that our results are generalizable to a wider context. This can be the recruitment of public sector
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workers in similar developing contexts or in different contexts where organizations search for new strategies to
select workers that deliver high-quality services.
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Appendix
A.1 Disease surveillance information flow
Figure A1 is a diagram presenting the flow of disease surveillance information between collaborating actors in
Sierra Leone. The MOHS and MAFFS represent the two institutional structures that carry disease surveillance
information (highest level of the structure). The bottom circle of the diagram represents the community and the
community One Health platform.

FIGURE A1: Flow of disease surveillance information between collaborating actors
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A.2 CAHW eligibility criteria
TABLE A1: CAHW eligibility criteria in previous rounds and next round
CAHW eligibility criteria
previous rounds
English literacy

CAHW eligibility criteria
next round
Able to read and write in
English

2

Mathematical/computational
skills

Basic numeracy skills

3

Animal rearing experience

Animal rearing experience
and animal health knowledge

4

Strong ties with community
members and long-term plans to
remain in the community

Strong ties with community
members

5

A trusted member
community

A trusted member of the
community

6

Of good health and fit physical
condition

Of good health
physical condition

7

Available to attend all CAHW
training session

Available to attend all CAHW
training sessions (22 days)

Nr
1

of

the

and

fit

8

Owning at least one animal

9

Being from the beneficiary
community

10

Planning to stay in the
community for the coming 5
years

Motivation CAHW eligibility criteria next
round
A CAHW is required to be able to read course
modules part of the CAHW training manual they
receive. Besides, they should be able to complete
written exercises and to report symptoms and
disease of sick animals using a disease
surveillance form.
CAHWs are required to have these skills are they
are trained to administer basic drug treatment or
administer drug dosage based on the estimated
weight of the animal.
Initial animal health knowledge and animal
rearing experience ensures CAHWs basic ability
to perform CAHW tasks. Ideal CAHW
candidates are community members that are
known as knowledgeable and respected animal
rearers.
A CAHW should be connected to community
members. This enables the CAHW to hear more
about animal health in the community and the
CAHW is likely to be intrinsically motivated to
perform tasks his/her fellow community
members will benefit from
Community members will only seek assistance
from the CAHW if they believe the CAHW is
someone who they can trust.
The work of a CAHW has physical demands
such as working with larger animals, walking to
visit sick animals that are from another
community etc.
It is important that a CAHW is willing and able
to attend all days of CAHW training.
CAHWs are more likely to trust assistance of a
CAHW if this CAHW can show visible animal
rearing experience
A CAHW can only benefit the community if
she/he lives in the community. Being from the
community is likely to increase trust by
community members in CAHWs assistance,
increase the opportunity for CAHWs to hear
about animals being sick and to perform its tasks
in the community. Moreover, it increases the
likeliness of a CAHW having strong ties with
community members and being motivated to
performs tasks for community members.
A CAHW is trained and installed to serve the
community for multiple years. Training a
CAHW that is planning to leave soon is useless.
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A.3 Outcome tables
TABLE A2: Detailed description of outcomes used for analysis
Hyp.

Outcome

H1

Skill index - equally weighted mean of standardized
final scores for the below described tests: skill test and
CAHW training final test
Score skill test – score for the skill test (max. 40p).
We measure:
•
Literacy skills (7p)
•
Numeracy skills (13p)
•
Animal health knowledge (20p)
Partial score CTFT – score for the CAHW training
final test (max 40p).
We measure:
•
Knowledge of animal health (20p)
•
Ability to fill in a disease surveillance form
(10p)
•
Knowledge of CAHW responsibilities (10p)

H1a

H1b

H2a

Monthly reporting frequency – Number of months with
DSF submitted out of total number of months.
CAHWs are required to submit reports to their animal
supervisor on a monthly basis.

Calculation & mathematical notation
Subscripts:
i: CAHW with i (1,…,I)
c: community c (1,…,C)
h: household h (1, …, H)
m: Month wherein DSF could be submitted with m (1,…,M)
j: DSF number with j (1,…,J)
k: Required element on DSF with k (1,…,14)
𝑠𝑘𝑖𝑙𝑙_𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑥𝑖 =

𝑠𝑘𝑖𝑙𝑙_𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙𝑖 = 𝑠𝑘𝑖𝑙𝑙_𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑖 + 𝑠𝑘𝑖𝑙𝑙_𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑖 + 𝑠𝑘𝑖𝑙𝑙_𝑎𝑛𝑖𝑚ℎ𝑒𝑎𝑙𝑡ℎ𝑖

𝐶𝑇𝐹𝑇_𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑖 = 𝐶𝑇𝐹𝑇_𝑎𝑛𝑖𝑚ℎ𝑒𝑎𝑙𝑡ℎ𝑖 + 𝐶𝑇𝐹𝑇_𝐷𝑆𝐹𝑖 + 𝐶𝑇𝐹𝑇_𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑝𝑖

Total number of months 𝑚 with at least 1 DSF submitted:
𝑟𝑒𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡𝑓𝑟𝑒𝑞_𝑚𝑜𝑛𝑡ℎ𝑖 = ∑𝑀
𝑚=1 𝑠𝑢𝑏𝑚𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑖𝑚 , where:
•
•

H2b

Correctness score – mean number of correct elements
on submitted DSFs out of total number of required
elements. The number of required elements is 18.1

𝑧_𝑠𝑘𝑖𝑙𝑙_𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙𝑖 + z_𝐶𝑇𝐹𝑇_𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑖
2

𝑠𝑢𝑏𝑚𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑖𝑚 = 1 if at least one DSF submitted by
CAHW 𝑖 month 𝑚, else 0.
∑𝑀

𝑠𝑢𝑏𝑚𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑖𝑚

𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑝_𝑟𝑒𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡𝑓𝑟𝑒𝑞_𝑚𝑜𝑛𝑡ℎ𝑖 = 𝑚=1
𝑀
𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑠𝑠_𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑖𝑗
𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑠𝑠_𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑖 =
𝑛𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝐷𝑆𝐹 𝑠𝑢𝑏𝑚𝑖𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑑𝑖

𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑠𝑠_𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑖𝑗 = ∑18
𝑘=1 𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒𝑡𝑒_𝑦𝑛𝑖𝑗𝑘
𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒𝑡𝑒_𝑦𝑛𝑖𝑗𝑘 = 1 if element 𝑘 on DSF is correctly completed, else
0.
Elements 𝑘:
1.
CAHW_id – CAHW id
2.
CAHW_name – CAHW name
3.
CAHW_phone – CAHW phone number
4.
farmer_name – name of farmer
5.
report_date – date
6.
farmer_owner – farmer visited is owner (y/n)
7.
own_comm - farmer is from CAHW’ community (y/n)
8.
community - community name
9.
district – district name
10. chiefdom – chiefdom name
11. freq_visit – visit number
12. type - owner came to CAHW for consultation/CAHW
observed event
13. sick_animal_yn – CAHW reported on at least 1 sick animal
14. herdsize_yn – CAHW reported herdsize of sick animal
15. correctnum_sick_anim – CAHW reports correct nr. sick
animals
16. symptoms_indicated – CAHW reports symptoms for each sick
animal
17. provide_advice – CAHW provided advice (y/n)
18. provide_treatment - CAHW provided treatment (y/n)

H2c

Validation score – z-score for CAHW’s ability to
identify symptoms and correctly report them.
Aggregated score for following activities:
Animal Station, Sick animal observation, and
Field Visit.

𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛scorei = std(z_𝑎𝑛𝑖𝑚𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛_𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑖 +
z_𝑠𝑎𝑜_𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑖 + 𝑧_𝑓𝑖𝑒𝑙𝑑_𝑣𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑡_𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑖 )
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TABLE A2: Detailed description of outcomes used for analysis (CONTINUED)
Household-level outcomes
(𝑧_n_deadch +z_n_abortedch +
H3
Animal health index – equally weighted mean of
z_n_quant_pprch +z_n_quant_newcastle_casesch )
standardized values for the following outcomes:
𝑎ℎ_𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑥𝑐ℎ =
4
•
Number of animals died
Where,
•
Number of animals aborted
•
𝒂𝒉_𝒊𝒏𝒅𝒆𝒙𝒄𝒉 is livestock health index for
•
Number of cases of disease A (in CAHW1:
household h from community c
Goat plague)
•
𝒛_𝐧_𝐝𝐞𝐚𝐝𝐜𝐡 is equal to the standardized value for
•
Number of cases of disease B (in CAHW1:
the number of animals that died in the past period,
Newcastle disease)
that was owned by household h in community c.
•
Similar meaning for z_n_abortedch (animals
aborted), z_n_quant_pprch (goat plague cases),
z_n_quant_newcastle_casesch (newcastles cases)
H4

Livestock ownership – Dummy for livestock
ownership by households (1 if owns animals, 0 if
not)

ℎℎ_𝑜𝑤𝑛_𝑎𝑛𝑖𝑚𝑎𝑙𝑐ℎ with value 0 if household h in community
c owns animals, else 0.
Likewise, we have for each animal type: 𝑎𝑛𝑖𝑚𝑎𝑙_𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑐ℎ

Additional measure: Number of animals owned,
per type (small ruminants, large ruminants, birds,
pigs, dogs)

where animal_num can be replaced by:
•
Smallrum_num – number of small ruminants
•
Largerum_num – number of large ruminatns
•
Dogs_num – number of dogs
•
Birds_num – number of birds
•
Pigs_num – number of pigs
and where animal_numhc is equal to the number of animals
owned by household h in community c
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TABLE A3: Outcome table for manipulation checks, mechanisms and heterogeneous treatment effects
Nr.

Outcome

Source

Manipulation check
MC1

Skills index – equally weighted mean of standardized final scores for the below
described tests: skill test and CAHW training final test. (z-score)

Skills test and CAHW training
final test

MC2

CAHW Training attendance rate – The total number of days attending training
out of the total number of days required to attend (22). CAHWs are required to
attend all 22 training days.

CAHW training administration

Mechanisms
ME1

Skills index – equally weighted mean of standardized final scores for the below
described tests: skill test and CAHW training final test (z-score)

Skills test and CAHW training
final test

ME2

CAHW resides in community – a dummy variable that captures whether CAHW
resides in the community (value is 1) versus if CAHW is not (value is 0).

Household survey

ME3

CAHW effort index – equally weighted mean of standardized outcomes for
multiple outcomes determining CAHW effort. (z-score) We measure:
•
CAHW reports: does CAHW report every week?
•
CAHW treats animals: Does CAHW treat animals if one tells him that
animals are sick?
•
CAHW checks for sick animals: does CAHW check by himself if there
are sick animals in the community
•
CAHW treats animals in other communities: Does CAHW treat animals
in other communities?
•
CAHW carries drugs: Does CAHW carry drugs?
•
Hours CAHW works on tasks: How many days per week do you think
CAHW is working on CAHW tasks?
•
CAHW administers drugs: Did the CAHW administer drugs?

Household survey

ME4

CAHW performance – we use the three outcomes that measure CAHW
performance, those that are used to test hypothesis 2 as listed in Table 2.

Disease surveillance form and
validation exercises

Heterogeneous Treatment Effects
HTE1
HTE3

Educational attainment – a CAHW’s highest obtained education. A dummy
variable for high education, with value 1 if a CAHW’s prior highest obtained
education is “senior secondary” or higher, and value 0 if the highest obtained
education is “primary education” or “junior secondary”.

CAHW survey

HTE2
HTE4

Community population size – A dummy variable for large communities, with
value 1 if the population size is above the median value for the population size in
beneficiary communities, and value 0 if the population size is below the median
value.

Demographic information on
communities in our sample
provided by MAFFS

HTE5

Politically Connectedness – A dummy variable for being politically connected,
with value 1 if the CAHW or his/her biological relatives are related to any
important chiefdom authority: Town Chief, Deputy Town Chief, Chiefdom
Speaker, Section Speaker, Paramount Chief, Ward Councilor; and value 0 if the
CAHW is not.

CAHW survey
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A.4 Disease surveillance form
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A.5 Descriptive statistics CAHWs
TABLE A4: Descriptive statistics for full sample of CAHWs
Control
Mean
N
(sd)
(1)
(2)
145
0.103
(0.306)

Treatment
Mean
N
(sd)
(3)
(4)
146
0.0822
(0.276)

Age

145

28.98
(9.825)

146

29.53
(9.293)

0.548

Marital status
(1=married, 0 = non-married)

150

0.7
(0.46)

150

0.727
(0.447)

0.027

Education level (15 levels)

145

10.59
(2.634)

145

10.85
(2.534)

0.255

Politically connected

150

0.513
(0.501)

150

0.533
(0.501)

0.020

Num. years lived in the community

145

12.4
(8.652)

146

12.68
(9.281)

0.285

Num. night sleep in comm. in past week

145

6.814
(0.957)

146

6.836
(0.94)

0.022

Plans to stay in community

141

0.716
(0.452)

143

0.804
(0.398)

0.088

Owns animals

150

0.987
(0.115)

150

0.993
(0.082)

0.007

Attended CAHW training
(1 = at least 20 days, 0 = less than 20 days)

145

0.959
(0.2)

146

0.979
(0.142)

0.021

Attended animal care training in the past

145

0.124
(0.331)

146

0.103
(0.305)

-0.021

Variable
Gender (1 = female, 0 = male)

Difference
(5)
-0.021

Notes:1) These table presents reports descriptive statistics for CAHWs. 2) Column 2 reports mean outcomes for the
control group and Column 3 reports mean outcomes for the treatment group. Column 5 reports the difference in mean
outcomes. Significance levels for differences in means are indicated by *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1.
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A.6 Full regression results
TABLE A5: OLS regression results for hypothesis 1 - ATE

Variable
Treatment
District 2
District 3
Constant

Skill index
(1)
0.734***
(0.116)
-0.082
(0.137)
-0.028
(0.139)
0.067
(0.125)

Skill test score
(2)
5.616***
(0.705)
-0.363
(0.875)
-0.664
(0.824)
27.225***
(0.768)

P value treatment effect
FDR-adj. p-value
N
R-squared

300
0.121

300
0.178

Literacy
(3)
1.197***
(0.201)
-0.124
(0.240)
-0.226
(0.238)
4.777***
(0.201)

Numeracy
(4)
1.861***
(0.268)
-0.064
(0.341)
-0.004
(0.313)
8.657***
(0.304)

Animal Health
(5)
2.864***
(0.406)
-0.178
(0.510)
-0.403
(0.473)
13.476***
(0.443)

0.000
0.033

0.000
0.017

0.00
0.017

300
0.109

300
0.141

300
0.146

CAHW
training test
score
(6)
5.620***
(0.676)
-0.449
(0.840)
-0.585
(0.788)
27.353***
(0.742)

300
0.191

Notes:1) These table presents OLS regression results for our primary hypothesis 1 outcomes (columns 1, 2, and 6) and separate skill test
outcomes (columns 3-5) using district fixed effects. Our estimand is the ATE and we present standard errors of estimates in parentheses. 2) We
do not include separate outcomes for the CAHW training final test as these outcomes are simulated using skill test scores. Because of this
simulation method, the regression results for the CAHW training final test are comparable to the results for the skill test. 3) We calculate FDRadjusted p-values for the treatment effects on separate outcome measures for the skill test score (columns 3 -5). 4) Significant levels are
indicated by *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1.

TABLE A6: OLS regression results for hypothesis 1– LATE

Variable
Treatment
District 2
District 3
Constant

Skill index
(1)
0.741***
(0.115)
-0.082
(0.137)
-0.028
(0.138)
0.063
(0.125)

Skill test score
(2)
5.692***
(0.701)
-0.363
(0.870)
-0.664
(0.818)
27.187***
(0.764)

P value treatment effect
FDR-adj. p-value
N
R-squared

300
0.121

300
0.178

Literacy
(3)
1.181***
(0.201)
-0.124
(0.239)
-0.226
(0.237)
4.785***
(0.200)

Numeracy
(4)
1.897***
(0.266)
-0.064
(0.339)
-0.004
(0.310)
8.639***
(0.302)

Animal Health
(5)
2.920***
(0.404)
-0.178
(0.506)
-0.403
(0.470)
13.448***
(0.441)

0.000
0.05

0.000
0.05

0.000
0.05

300
0.109

300
0.141

300
0.145

CAHW
training test
score
(6)
5.673***
(0.672)
-0.449
(0.835)
-0.585
(0.782)
27.326***
(0.738)

300
0.191

Notes:1) These table presents OLS regression results for our primary hypothesis 1 outcomes (columns 1, 2, and 6) and separate skill test
outcomes (columns 3-5) using district fixed effects. Our estimand is the LATE and we present standard errors of estimates in parentheses. We
estimate the LATE for CAHWs that comply, which is based on whether they attended CAHW training. 2) We do not include separate
outcomes for the CAHW training final test as these outcomes are simulated using skill test scores. Because of this simulation method, the
regression results for the CAHW training final test are comparable to the results for the skill test. 3) We calculate FDR-adjusted p-values for
the treatment effects on separate outcome measures for the skill test score (columns 3 -5). 4) Significant levels are indicated by *** p<0.01, **
p<0.05, * p<0.1.
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TABLE A7: OLS regression results for hypothesis 2 outcomes
Monthly reporting frequency
Variable
Treatment
District 2
District 3
Constant

N
R-squared

Correctness score

Validation score

ATE
(1)
0.012
(0.025)
-0.008
(0.030)
-0.000
(0.030)
0.662***
(0.024)

LATE
(2)
0.012
(0.025)
-0.008
(0.030)
-0.000
(0.030)
0.662***
(0.024)

ATE
(3)
0.014
(0.015)
-0.001
(0.019)
-0.002
(0.019)
0.925***
(0.016)

LATE
(4)
0.014
(0.016)
-0.001
(0.019)
-0.002
(0.019)
0.925***
(0.015)

ATE
(5)
0.050
(0.139)
-0.128
(0.175)
-0.089
(0.168)
0.080
(0.149)

LATE
(6)
0.051
(0.141)
-0.128
(0.174)
-0.089
(0.167)
0.080
(0.148)

300
0.001

300
0.003

300
0.003

300
0.012

300
0.002

300
0.004

Notes :We present OLS regression results for hypothesis 2 outcomes using district fixed effects. We report for all outcomes both the ATE
(columns 1, 3, and 5) and LATE (columns (2, 4, and 6) and robust standard errors in parentheses. Significant levels are indicated by ***
p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1.

TABLE A8: OLS regression results for HTE on hypothesis 1 outcome skill index
Variable
Treatment
Educational attainment
(0 if primary, junior secondary; 1 if senior secondary or higher)
Treatment * Educational attainment

Skill index
(1)
0.832***
(0.156)
0.361
(0.220)
-0.228
(0.231)

CAHW community population size
(pop. size above median pop. size: 1 if yes, 0 if no)
Treatment * CAHW community population size

District 2 (District = 2)
District 3 (District = 3)
Constant

N
R-squared

(2)
0.921***
(0.163)

0.430*
(0.219)
-0.380*
(0.229)
-0.074
(0.136)
-0.041
(0.139)
-0.090
(0.157)

-0.049
(0.135)
-0.012
(0.138)
-0.161
(0.164)

300
0.137

300
0.141

Notes: This table reports full OLS regression results for estimating heterogeneous treatment effects for outcome skill index, with robust
standard errors in parentheses. Significant levels are indicated by *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1.
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TABLE A9: OLS regression results for HTE on hypothesis 2a outcome monthly reporting frequency
Variable
Treatment
Educational attainment
(0 if primary, junior secondary; 1 if senior secondary or higher)
Treatment * Educational attainment

Monthly reporting frequency
(1)
(2)
(3)
0.023
0.006
0.003
(0.035)
(0.036)
(0.035)
0.059*
(0.035)
-0.026
(0.049)

CAHW community population size
(pop. size above median pop. size: 1 if yes, 0 if no)
Treatment * CAHW community population size

0.075**
(0.035)
0.010
(0.048)

CAHW politically connected (1 if yes, 0 if no)

-0.036
(0.036)
0.018
(0.052)

Treatment * CAHW politically connected

District 2 (District = 2)
District 3 (District = 3)
Constant

N
R-squared

-0.006
(0.030)
-0.002
(0.030)
0.636***
(0.029)

0.002
(0.030)
0.006
(0.030)
0.620***
(0.032)

-0.007
(0.030)
0.002
(0.031)
0.680***
(0.029)

300
0.014

300
0.036

300
0.005

Notes: This table reports full OLS regression results for estimating heterogeneous treatment effects for outcome monthly reporting frequency
with robust standard errors in parentheses. Significant levels are indicated by *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1.

TABLE A10: OLS regression results for HTE on hypothesis 2b outcome correctness score
Variable
Treatment
Educational attainment
(0 if primary, junior secondary; 1 if senior secondary or higher)
Treatment * Educational attainment

(1)
0.000
(0.023)
-0.005
(0.025)
0.029
(0.030)

CAHW community population size
(pop. size above median pop. size: 1 if yes, 0 if no)
Treatment * CAHW community population size

Correctness score
(2)
0.012
(0.028)

0.023
(0.025)
0.003
(0.030)

CAHW politically connected (1 if yes, 0 if no)

-0.024
(0.027)
0.026
(0.035)

Treatment * CAHW politically connected

District 2 (District = 2)

(3)
0.000
(0.020)

0.000
(0.019)
-0.000
(0.018)

0.002
(0.019)
0.000
(0.019)

-0.001
(0.019)
0.000
(0.021)

Constant

0.926***
(0.021)

0.912***
(0.025)

0.937***
(0.014)

N
R-squared

300
0.007

300
0.011

300
0.007

District 3 (District = 3)

Notes: This table reports full OLS regression results for estimating heterogeneous treatment effects for outcome correctness score, with
robust standard errors in parentheses. Significant levels are indicated by *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1.
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TABLE A11: OLS regression results for HTE on hypothesis 2c outcome validation score
Variable

Validation score
(2)
-0.053
(0.231)

(1)
-0.006
(0.198)

Treatment

Educational attainment
(0 if primary, junior secondary; 1 if senior secondary or higher)
Treatment * Educational attainment

(3)
0.148
(0.179)

0.196
(0.232)
0.115
(0.280)

CAHW community population size
(pop. size above median pop. size: 1 if yes, 0 if no)
Treatment * CAHW community population size

0.173
(0.229)
0.198
(0.276)

CAHW politically connected (1 if yes, 0 if no)

0.167
(0.229)
-0.190
(0.284)

Treatment * CAHW politically connected

District 2 (District = 2)

-0.110
(0.177)
-0.082
(0.170)

-0.094
(0.179)
-0.065
(0.170)

-0.128
(0.176)
-0.103
(0.167)

Constant

-0.015
(0.172)

-0.024
(0.225)

-0.001
(0.173)

N
R-squared

300
0.014

300
0.017

300
0.005

District 3 (District = 3)

Notes: This table reports full OLS regression results for estimating heterogeneous treatment effects for outcome validation score, with robust
standard errors in parentheses. Significant levels are indicated by *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1.

TABLE A12: OLS regression results for hypotheses 3 and 4
Outcome H3:
Animal Health Index
Hypotheses and secondary outcomes

Outcome H4:
Livestock

ATE
(1)
0.094

LATE
(2)
0.030**

ATE
(3)
0.095

LATE
(4)
0.030**

(0.117)

(0.015)

(0.117)

(0.015)

-0.138
(0.147)
-0.106
(0.143)

0.012
(0.020)
0.031*
(0.018)

-0.139
(0.146)
-0.106
(0.142)

0.012
(0.020)
0.031*
(0.018)

Constant

0.010
(0.139)

0.873***
(0.018)

0.010
(0.139)

0.874***
(0.018)

N
R-squared

2,653
0.008

2,653
0.005

2,653
0.008

2,653
0.005

Treatment
District 2
District 3

Notes: This table reports the ATE and LATE for outcomes for hypotheses 3 and 4, with clustered standard errors
in parentheses. Significant levels are indicated by *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1.
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A.7 Stata code
Below we present the full Stata code used to simulate outcomes and prepare mock data used to conduct our
analysis. We present Stata code for:
1.

Import and simulation of PAP outcomes

2.

Bootstrapping procedure to retrieve mean outcomes for CAHW-level outcomes

3.

Calculation of mean household-level outcomes

4.

Calculation of minimum detectable effects

5.

Creation of mock data

6.

Running mock-analysis

A.7.1 Import and simulation of PAP outcomes
*Title: 01_prepare outcomes
*Purpose: Import, clean and simulate required outcomes using CAHW1 data.
*_______________________________________________________________________________
********************************************************************************
*1) Import outcomes from skill test, CAHW survey and validation activities (1st round)
*
This captures outcomes for H1, H2c; heterogeneous treatment effects: education and
*
political connectedness; and for compliance: training attendance
*
We clean data and simulate outcomes for the CAHW training final test.
*
We create the skill index.
*

In the end we merge outcomes to one file. "1_CAHW_skill_validation_attendance_N290.dta"

*2) Import outcomes from baseline household survey
*
We clean data and create ah_index
*
We create one dataset: "Output\Data\1_community_PAPoutcomes_N3294.dta"
*3)
We import disease surveillance data
* We simulate input for elements of the disease surveillance form
* We create two outcomes: monthly reporting frequency and correctness score
* We save as dataset: "0_DSF2_prior_and_simulated_final.dta"
*4) We merge above datasets into one dataset: "2_CAHW_community_PAPoutcomes_N289.dta"
We merge this data with household level data: “2_CAHW_hh_community_PAPoutcomes_N2564.dta”
*_________________________________________________________________________________________
cd "C:\Users\HP\OneDrive\Studie\Jaar 6\Masterthesis\Analysis"
*Import outcomes from skill test, CAHW survey and validation activities
*_________________________________________________________________________________________
*1. Import outcomes:
*primary outcomes: skill test score
*outcomes for HTE: educational attainment, political connectedness
import delimited "Data\Input_CAHW1\TrainedCAHWs_merged_with_tests_and_interviews_h1.csv",
clear
*Educational attainment
*rename var
ren bases1q12 educ
replace educ=. if educ==998
lab def educcode 1 PS1 2 PS2 3 PS3 4 PS4 5 PS5 6 PS6 7 PS7 8 JSS1 9 JSS2 10 JSS3 11 ///
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SSS1 12 SSS2 13 SSS3 14 SSS4 15 "Post-Secondary Education"
lab values educ educcode
*create dummy var
gen educ_dum=.
replace educ_dum=0 if educ <=11
replace educ_dum=1 if educ>=12
lab def educcode_grouped 0 "Primary or Junior Secondary" ///
1 "Senior Secondary or Post-Secondary Education"
lab values educ_dum educcode_grouped
*Political connectedness
*rename
egen connect=rowtotal(bases1q10s1q10*)
gen political_dum=0
replace political_dum=1 if connect>0
drop connect
*Skill scores
*transform scores to new format: literacy (7), numeracy (13), animal health (20)
*we use transformation formula
*((max_new_score-min_new_score)/(max_old_score- min_old_score))*(value - ///
* max_score_old) + max_new_score
*literacy: old score was 4, new score 7.
*Transform ((7-0)/(4-0)) * (value - 4) + 7
gen skilltest_lit = ((7/4) * (lit-4)) + 7
*numeracy: old score was 10, new score 13.
*Transform ((13-0)/(10-0)) * (value-10) + 13
gen skilltest_num = ((13/10)*(math-10))+ 13
*animal health: did not exist in former scoring, we use old math score as benchmark
*to calculate new animal health knowledge score
*Transform: ((20-0)/(10-0)) * (value - 10) + 20
gen skilltest_ah = ((20/10)*(math-10))+ 20
*gen total skill score
gen skilltest_score = skilltest_lit + skilltest_num + skilltest_ah
replace skilltest_lit=0 if mi(skilltest_lit)
replace skilltest_ah=0 if mi(skilltest_ah)
replace skilltest_num=0 if mi(skilltest_num)

*2. Simulate score for CAHW training final test (CTFT)
gen skill=lit+math
//total score is max 14
*use transformation formula
*(max_new_score-min_new_score)/(max_old_score - min_old_score))*(value *min_score_old) + min_new_score
*CAHW responsibilities (10p)
gen ctft_resp = ((10/14) * (skill-0)) + 0
*ability to form in disease surveillance form (10p)
gen ctft_dsf = ((10/14) * (skill-0)) + 0
*animal health knowledge (20p)
gen ctft_ah = ((20/14) * (skill-0)) + 0
gen ctft_score = ctft_resp + ctft_dsf + ctft_ah
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*3. Create skill index
foreach var of varlist skilltest_score ctft_score {
replace `var'=0 if mi(`var')
egen z_`var' = std(`var')
}
gen skill_index_prep = z_skilltest_score + z_ctft_score
*egen skill_index = std(skill_index_prep)
gen skill_index=skill_index/2
drop skill_index_prep
save "Output\Data\0_TrainedCAHWs_merged_with_tests_and_interviews.dta", replace
*4. Import outcomes
*input for compliance: training attendance
import excel "Data\Input_CAHW1\CAHW_training_attendance.xlsx", sheet("Sheet1") ///
cellrange(A1:AE291) firstrow clear
ren villagecode community_code
*create attendance rate
egen training_dayspresent=rowtotal(D*)
replace training_dayspresent=training_dayspresent + 2 if mi(D1) | mi(D2)
gen attendancerate=training_dayspresent/22
save "Data\Input_CAHW1\training_attendance", replace
*3. Import outcomes
*primary outcomes: validation score
import delimited "Data\Input_CAHW1\validation_scoring.csv", clear
ren field_visits_scores fv_score
save "Output\Data\0_validation_scoring.dta", replace

*5. Merge outcomes retreived above and save into one file
use "Output\Data\0_TrainedCAHWs_merged_with_tests_and_interviews.dta", clear
merge 1:1 community_code using "Output\Data\0_validation_scoring.dta"
ren _merge merge_test_val
merge 1:1 community_code using "Data\Input_CAHW1\training_attendance"
drop if _merge==2
drop _merge
save "Output\Data\1_CAHW_skill_validation_attendance_N290.dta", replace

*Import outcomes from household baseline survey
*_________________________________________________________________________________________
import delimited "Data\Input_CAHW1\OH_HH_Survey_cleanvar.csv", clear

*recode and replace missing values with "0"
foreach v of varlist dead_animals n_dead_goats n_dead_sheep n_dead_chicken ///
n_dead_ducks n_dead_pigs n_dead_cows n_dead_dogs quant_sheep_own quant_goats_own ///
n_chickens_own n_ducks_own n_cows_own n_pigs_own n_dogs_own n_cats_own {
recode `v'(997/998=.)
}
foreach v of varlist n_dead_goats n_dead_sheep n_dead_chicken ///
n_dead_ducks n_dead_pigs n_dead_cows n_dead_dogs quant_sheep_own quant_goats_own ///
n_chickens_own n_ducks_own n_cows_own n_pigs_own n_dogs_own n_cats_own {
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replace `v'=0 if mi(`v')
}
*create animal health index
*create scores part of animal health index for each community
egen n_dead = rowtotal(n_dead_goats n_dead_sheep n_dead_chicken n_dead_ducks ///
n_dead_pigs n_dead_cows n_dead_cats n_dead_others*)
egen n_aborted = rowtotal(aborted_goat aborted_sheep aborted_cow aborted_cat ///
aborted_pig aborted_other*)
*standardize variables
foreach var of varlist n_dead n_aborted quant_ppr_cases quant_newcastle_cases {
egen `var'z = std(`var')
}
*create animal health index
egen animal_health_temp = rowtotal(n_deadz n_abortedz quant_ppr_casesz ///
quant_newcastle_casesz)
*egen ah_index = std(animal_health_temp)
gen ah_index=animal_health_temp/4
drop animal_health_temp n_deadz n_abortedz quant_ppr_casesz quant_newcastle_casesz
*create outcomes for livestock ownerhship for each community
gen hh_own_animal=0
foreach v of varlist quant_sheep_own quant_goats_own n_chickens_own n_ducks_own n_cows_own ///
n_pigs_own n_dogs_own n_cats_own {
replace hh_own_animal=1 if `v'>0
}
*create grouped outcomes for animal types or change terminology
gen n_smallrum_own = quant_sheep_own + quant_goats_own
ren n_cows_own n_largerum_own
gen n_birds_own = n_chickens_own + n_ducks_own

*create file usable to calculate ICC
save "Output\Data\1_community_PAPoutcomes_N3294.dta", replace

*Import disease surveillance data
*_________________________________________________________________________________________

*1) Clean data
*Open file
use "Data\Input_CAHW1\CAHW1_DSF\Data\00_CAHW_clean_forms_combined_R1 till R9.dta",
clear
*Make datevariables consistent
*rename and order variables t ohave similar names and order as in r1-r6
replace rep_date = date if collection_round==6 |collection_round== 7| ///
collection_round==8 | collection_round==9
order name report_num rep_date entry_date district chiefdom community cahw_id ///
own_comm type type2, first
*type variable is reported differently in round 6-9
replace type="Observed" if type=="I observed the symptomatic event"
replace type="Reported" if type=="Client came to me for consultation"
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*Structure identification numbers (CAHW & Reporting)
* make report numbers equal: round-cahw_id-observation number
*round = collection_round
*create cahw_id with 5 digits
gen str6 y = string(cahw_id)
gen str6 cahw_id5 = string(cahw_id,"%05.0f")
*create observation number with 2 digits
sort cahw_id
drop if missing(cahw_id)
bysort collection_round cahw_id: gen dupl=_n
gen str2 x = string(dupl)
gen str2 dupl2 = string(dupl,"%02.0f")
*combine numers to create one report number
tostring cahw_id5 dupl collection_round, replace
gen report_number_new= collection_round+ cahw_id5+dupl2
tostring report_num, replace
replace report_num = report_number_new
drop y x dupl dupl2 cahw_id5 report_number_new
*make dates usable for analysis
g report_date = date( rep_date, "DMY")
format report_date %td
drop rep_date
order name report_num report_date, first
g report_month=mofd(report_date)
format report_month %tmMonth_CCYY
*clean variables
replace community="" if substr(community, 1, 1) =="1"
replace district="" if district=="Blank"
*drop duplicates
bysort name report_num report_date cahw_id district chiefdom: gen obs_dup = cond(_N==1,0,_n)
drop if obs_dup>0
drop obs_dup
*Drop irrelevant variables for simulation
drop entry_date type2 other_events other_events_type other_events_desc sub_info_yn other_notes ///
collection_round other_events_type1 submissiondate start_final date start2 end2 end_final ///
entry_duration
*Rename variables using terms used on CAHW2 disease surveillance form
ren name
farmer_name
ren cows
large_rum_sick
ren cows_num
large_rum_num_cons
ren ruminants
small_rum_sick
ren ruminants_num
small_rum_num_cons
ren pigs
pigs_sick
ren pigs_num
pigs_num_cons
ren dogs
dogs_sick
ren dogs_num
dogs_num_cons
ren birds
birds_sick
ren birds_num
birds_num_cons
forvalues v=1/7{
forvalues n=1/24{
ren cow`v'_symp`n' large_rum`v'_symp`n'
ren rum`v'_symp`n' small_rum`v'_symp`n'
}
}
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*Timeframe
// For PAP analysis, we only use DSFs that are filled in between August 2017 and June 2019
//(23 months). We have submissions from the period Jan 17 - Jul 17 but the number of DSF
// submitted is neglible compared to the number submitted in the other months. In addition,
// we are not sure whether the report dates are correct (e.g. 2017 should have been 2018).
keep if report_date > date("31jul2017","DMY")
keep if report_date < date("01jul2019","DMY")
save "Output\Data\0_DSF1_original_clean.dta", replace
*Number of CAHWs
//We have 369 unique CAHWid's in the dataset, while less than 300 CAHWs were trained
//We only keep CAHWid's that match with the ID's we have for trained CAHWs
import delimited "Data\Input_CAHW1\CAHW_full_information_list.csv", delimiter(";") clear
rename id cahw_id
save "Data\Input_CAHW1\CAHW_full_information_list.dta", replace
//Merge CAHW info with DSF data
use "Output\Data\0_DSF1_original_clean.dta", clear
drop if mi(cahw_id)
merge m:1 cahw_id using "Data\Input_CAHW1\CAHW_full_information_list.dta"
drop if _merge==1 | _merge==2
* Save
save "Output\Data\0_DSF1_original_clean.dta", replace

*2) Simulation
//We randomize multiple times throughout this simulation.
//The aim of this simulation is to be able to create a correctness score.
//Correctness score: the sum of correctly filled in elements/total number of elements
//An element is incorrect if it is 1) missing or 2) the wrong (type of) answer.
//Up to this point we do not know what common mistakes are as the pilot of the new DSF is
//still ongoing. Also, for some elements we will be able to check whether it is correct but
// for others not. For now, we assume that in 5% of the cases for elements we can check for,
// the answer is wrong. In this simulation, we:
//
1) We simulate additional elements
//
2) Create missing values: we set an expectation of how many people will not fill in the
*element and use this percentage to randomly make x observations missing.
//
3) for the outcomes we can check mistakes for, we turn X% of the observations into
*missing values as we expect X% of the reported values to be wrong.
// We will go through each element of the DSF and do the 3 described steps above (if
//applicable) NOTE: we set expectations for the proportion of DSFs correctly completed.
// These are guesses, some based on CAHW1 data but others own experience
*1. CAHW_id
//1. CAHW_id already exist in CAHW1 data
//2. We expect most CAHWs to complete this element.
//3. We expect that in 1% of the cases, CAHW make a mistake with indicating their ID
*or their ID's do not match with their names.
gen cahw_id_mis = uniform() < .99
replace cahw_id=. if cahw_id_mis==0
drop cahw_id_mis
*2. CAHW_name
//1. CAHW_name not part of previous DSF. We use farmer_name to simulate CAHW_names
gen cahw_name=farmer_name
//2. We expect most CAHWs to complete this element.
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//3. We expect that most CAHWs make no mistake here. We keep the same mistake rate
*as that is made with indicating the name of the farmer.
*3. CAHW_phone
//1. CAHW_phone not part of previous DSF. For simplicity we now just indicate
*whether they indicated a correct phone number (1) or did not answer the
*question (correctly) (0)
//2. We expect 95% of the CAHWs to complete this element.
//3. We expect that in 1% of the cases, the number is wrong (e.g. too short,
*too long, not working)
gen cahw_phone = uniform() < .94 //94% is correctly completed.
replace cahw_phone=. if cahw_phone==0
*4. Farmer name
//1. This element was already part of DSF. We keep the same observations.
//2. //3. We expect that in 98% of the cases this answer to be the correct one.
*(e.g. not equal to CAHW_name). We cannot check for this.
gen farmer_name_wrong=uniform() <0.98
replace farmer_name="" if farmer_name_wrong==0
drop farmer_name_wrong
*5. Date of visit
//1. We use the existing report_date
//2. We expect this not to be missing.
//3. We know that a common mistake is indicating the wrong year. This was the case
*for 1% of the cases in the original dataset.
*These are already deleted in the dataset we use now. ///
*Therefore, we now replace 1% of the observations into missing values.
gen report_date_wrong=uniform() <0.99
replace report_date=. if report_date_wrong==0
drop report_date_wrong
*6. Farmer is owner
//1. We create this variable. We expect that in 90% of the cases, the farmer is
*indeed the owner.
gen farmer_owner = uniform() < .9
label def yesno 0 "No" 1 "Yes"
lab values farmer_owner yesno
//2. We expect this answer to be missing in 1% of the cases
gen farmer_owner_mis=uniform()<0.99
replace farmer_owner=. if farmer_owner_mis==0
drop farmer_owner_mis
//3. We will not be able to check whether this answer is correct.
*7. Own community
//1. This variable is already part of CAHW1 data.
//2. We expect this answer to be missing in 1% of the cases
//3. We expect this answer to be wrong in 5% of the cases. We can check for this by
*matching the next question with the CAHW_id
gen own_comm_wrong = uniform()<.94
replace own_comm="" if own_comm_wrong==0
drop own_comm_wrong
*8. Community name
*9. District name
*10. Chiefdom name
//1. These variables were already part of CAHW1 data.
//2. We expect these answers to be missing in 2% of the cases
//3. We cannot check whether these are correct.
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foreach var of varlist community district chiefdom {
gen `var'_mis=uniform()<.98
replace `var'="" if `var'_mis==0
drop `var'_mis
}
*11. Frequency of visit (1-5+)
//1. We create this variable. We simulate frequency of visits by matching "CAHW_id"
*with "farmer_name" visited.
bysort cahw_id farmer_name: gen freq_visit=_n
replace freq_visit=5 if freq_visit>=5
//2. We expect that in 5% of the cases, the CAHWs does not indicate this because
*number is unknown.
//3. We expect that in an additonal 5% of the cases this answer is wrong. However,
*we cannot check this and will therefore not simulate it.
gen freq_visit_mis= uniform()<.95
replace freq_visit=. if freq_visit_mis==0
drop freq_visit_mis
*12. Consultation type
//1. We use CAHW1 data.
//2. We expect this answer to be missing in 1% of the cases.
gen type_mis= uniform()<0.99
replace type="" if type_mis==0
drop type_mis
//3. We cannot check this answer for correctness.

*13. Sick animals consulted (y/n)
//1. We create this variable as this is not a unique variable in CAHW1 data.
gen sick_animal_yn=1
replace sick_animal_yn=0 if ///
mi(large_rum_num_cons) & mi(small_rum_num_cons) & mi(birds_num_cons) ///
& mi(dogs_num_cons) & mi(pigs_num_cons)
//2. We keep the "missing rate" that is calculated using the creation of the variable
*above.
//3. We are not likely to check in any other way for mistakes regarding this question.
save "Output\Temp\DSF_01_CAHW1_and_simCAHW2_outcomes_with_scores.dta", replace
*14. Herdsize
//1a. We simulate the herdsize for each animal type using the household baseline
*survey.
use "Data\Input_CAHW1\OH_HH_Survey_cleanvar.dta", clear
gen herdsize_small_rum=quant_sheep_own + quant_goats_own
gen herdsize_birds=n_chickens_own + n_ducks_own
gen herdsize_large_rum=n_cows_own
gen herdsize_pigs=n_pigs_own
gen herdsize_dogs=n_dogs_own
eststo clear
estpost sum herdsize_small_rum herdsize_birds herdsize_large_rum herdsize_pigs ///
herdsize_dogs if hh_own_animal==1
esttab using 1_baseline_herdsizes.rtf, replace cells("count(fmt(a2)) mean sd") ///
title("Descriptives baselines herdsizes")
//Check these outcomes and generate herdsizes in DSF
use "Output\Temp\DSF_01_CAHW1_and_simCAHW2_outcomes_with_scores.dta", clear
gen herdsize_small_rum= int(rnormal(3.25,4.72))
gen herdsize_birds=int(rnormal(5.46,6.36))
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gen herdsize_large_rum=int(rnormal(0.52,9.83))
gen herdsize_pigs=int(rnormal(0.23,1.58))
gen herdsize_dogs=int(rnormal(0.23, 0.62))
replace herdsize_small_rum=small_rum_num_cons if ///
herdsize_small_rum<small_rum_num_cons | mi(small_rum_num_cons)
replace herdsize_birds=birds_num_cons if herdsize_birds<birds_num_cons ///
| mi(birds_num_cons)
replace herdsize_large_rum=small_rum_num_cons if ///
herdsize_large_rum<large_rum_num_cons | mi(large_rum_num_cons)
replace herdsize_pigs=pigs_num_cons if herdsize_pigs<pigs_num_cons ///
| mi(pigs_num_cons)
replace herdsize_dogs=dogs_num_cons if herdsize_dogs<dogs_num_cons ///
| mi(small_rum_num_cons)
//2. We expect the herdsize to be missing in 5% of the observations
foreach var of varlist herdsize_small_rum herdsize_birds herdsize_large_rum ///
herdsize_pigs herdsize_dogs {
gen `var'_mis=uniform()<.95
replace `var'=. if `var'_mis==0
drop `var'_mis
}
//3. We expect the herdsize to be wrong in 10% of the cases.
foreach var of varlist herdsize_small_rum herdsize_birds herdsize_large_rum ///
herdsize_pigs herdsize_dogs {
gen `var'_wrong=uniform()<.9
replace `var'=. if `var'_wrong==0
drop `var'_wrong
}
//1b. Create one herdsize indicated y/n variable that captures each answer to the
*herdsize question for each animal.
gen herdsize_yn=1
replace herdsize_yn=0 if ///
!mi(large_rum_num_cons) & mi(herdsize_large_rum) | large_rum_sick=="Yes" & mi(herdsize_large_rum) | ///
!mi(small_rum_num_cons) & mi(herdsize_small_rum) | small_rum_sick =="Yes"& mi(herdsize_small_rum) | ///
!mi(birds_num_cons) & mi(herdsize_birds) | birds_sick =="Yes" & mi(herdsize_birds) | ///
!mi(dogs_num_cons) & mi(herdsize_dogs) | dogs_sick =="Yes" & mi(herdsize_dogs) | ///
!mi(pigs_num_cons) & mi(herdsize_pigs) | pigs_sick =="Yes" & mi(herdsize_pigs)
*15. Number sick animal
//1a. Variable exists in CAHW1 data.
//2. We use the existing "missing rate" for this variable.
//3. We expect that in 5% of the cases, CAHWs a higher or lower number of sick animals
*than columns used to report symptoms for that animal type.
foreach var of varlist large_rum_num_cons small_rum_num_cons ///
birds_num_cons dogs_num_cons pigs_num_cons {
gen `var'_wrong=uniform()<.95
replace `var'=. if `var'_wrong==0 & `var'>0
drop `var'_wrong
}
//1b. Create one correct num of animals indicate y/n variable correctnum_sick_anim
gen correctnum_sick_anim=1
replace correctnum_sick_anim=0 if large_rum_sick=="Yes" & mi(large_rum_num_cons) ///
| small_rum_sick =="Yes"& mi(small_rum_num_cons) | ///
birds_sick =="Yes" & mi(birds_num_cons) | ///
dogs_sick =="Yes" & mi(dogs_num_cons) | ///
pigs_sick =="Yes" & mi(pigs_num_cons)
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*16. Symptoms for each sick animal
//1. We create a variable capturing whether the number of sick animals is equal
*to the number of columns used to report symptoms. For simplicity we now
*create a variable: symptoms_indicated_yn that capture this.
//2 & 3. We expect that in 95% of the cases, the indicated number of sick
*animals matches with the number of columns used.
gen symptoms_indicated_yn=uniform()<.99
*17. Provide medical advice
*18. Provide medical treatment
//1. We create these variables
*We expect 50% to provide advice, and 30% to provide treatment
//2. Of those that provide, we expect 75% to provide a description.
*Only then, a "Yes" answer is considered correct.
//3. We expect this answer to be missing in 5% of the cases.
gen provide_advice=runiform()<0.5
gen provide_treatment=runiform()<0.3
lab values provide_advice yesno
lab values provide_treatment yesno
foreach var of varlist provide_advice provide_treatment {
gen `var'_wrong=runiform()<.75 if `var'==1
gen `var'_mis=runiform()<.95 if `var'==0
replace `var'=. if `var'_wrong==0
replace `var'=. if `var'_mis==0
drop `var'_wrong `var'_mis
}
*Order variables
order cahw_id cahw_name cahw_phone farmer_name report_date farmer_owner own_comm ///
community district chiefdom freq_visit type sick_animal_yn herdsize_yn correctnum_sick_anim ///
symptoms_indicated_yn provide_advice provide_treatment, first
save "Output\Temp\DSF_02_CAHW1_and_simCAHW2_outcomes_with_scores.dta", replace
*3) Create final outcomes
*1) Reporting frequency: How many months does a CAHW submit reports
bysort cahw_id report_month: gen unique_months=_n==1
bysort cahw_id: egen reportfreq_month=sum(unique_months)
//A cahw could submit/visit farmers over 23 months
*proportions
gen prop_reportfreq_month = reportfreq_month/23
*2) Correctness score(CAHW2): How many required elements are completed?
//There are 18 elements of the CAHW form that should be filled in/completed by a CAHW.
//Upper part: cahw_id cahw_name cahw_phone farmer_name report_date farmer_owner own_comm
*community district chiefdom freq_visit type
//Middle part: sick_animal_yn herdsize_yn correctnum_sick_anim symptoms_indicated_yn
//Lower part: provide_advice provide_treatment
//Create score for each DSF. 1 point for each completed element, can get 18 points in total.
//Correctness score: mean score for correctness of all submitted DSFs/18
*upper part
foreach var of varlist cahw_id cahw_name cahw_phone farmer_name report_date farmer_owner ///
own_comm community district chiefdom freq_visit type {
gen `var'_yn=1
replace `var'_yn=0 if mi(`var')
}
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*middle part
foreach var of varlist sick_animal_yn herdsize_yn correctnum_sick_anim symptoms_indicated_yn {
gen `var'_yn=1
replace `var'_yn=0 if `var'==0
}
*final part DSF
foreach var of varlist provide_advice provide_treatment {
gen `var'_yn=1
replace `var'_yn=0 if mi(`var')
}
//Calculation
//Correctness score for by CAHW i submitted DSF with formnumber j
egen
correctness_sc_ij=rowtotal (cahw_id_yn cahw_name_yn cahw_phone_yn ///
farmer_name_yn report_date_yn farmer_owner_yn own_comm_yn community_yn ///
district_yn chiefdom_yn freq_visit_yn type_yn sick_animal_yn_yn herdsize_yn_yn ///
correctnum_sick_anim_yn symptoms_indicated_yn_yn provide_advice_yn ///
provide_treatment_yn)
bysort cahw_id: egen mean_correctness_sc_i = mean(correctness_sc_ij)
gen correctness_i = mean_correctness_sc_i/18
*4) Keep info and scores
*We keep one line for each CAHW. These observations contain the scores measured above.
bysort cahw_id: gen unique_cahw=_n ==1
keep if unique_cahw==1
*We keep only relevant variables
keep
community_code cahw_id prop_reportfreq_month correctness_i correctness_cahw1_i
ren
prop_reportfreq_month report_frequency
*Save
save "Output\Data\0_DSF2_prior_and_simulated_final.dta", replace

*Merge all data
*_________________________________________________________________________________________
use "Output\Data\0_DSF2_prior_and_simulated_final.dta", clear
merge m:1 community_code using "Output\Data\1_CAHW_skill_validation_attendance_N290.dta"
drop if _merge==1 // If we have no info on CAHW (IDs) that are indicated on DSF
//we keep observations if CAHWs we have info have not submitted a DSF (_merge==2)
drop _merge
save "Output\Data\1_CAHW_PAPoutcomes_N289.dta", replace
*Merge CAHW with household level outcomes
use "Output\Data\1_CAHW_PAPoutcomes_N289.dta", clear
merge m:m community_code using "Output\Data\1_community_PAPoutcomes_N3294.dta", force
keep if _merge==3
drop _merge
save "Output\Data\2_CAHW_hh_community_PAPoutcomes_N2564.dta", replace
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A.7.2 Bootstrapping procedure to retrieve mean outcomes for CAHW-level outcomes
* Title: 02_1_cahw_outcomes
* Purpose: bootstrap cahw-level outcomes
*_________________________________________________________________________________________
*We calculate means and standard deviations for:
//1) Whole sample
//2) Subsample: 150 or 100 skilled CAHWs
//3) Subsample: 150 or 100 random sampled CAHWs
*We bootstrap outcomes, such that we get values closest to the true mean. We use the command
*bsample to create similar values, retrieve sumstats and repeat this procedure 1000 times.
*We do this for a design N=200 and N=289. The N of the treatment arms in each
*each are 150 in case of N=289 and 100 in case of N=200.
*We first carry out this procedure for outcomes form the skill test, cahw survey and
*validation activities. After that, we do the same for outcomes retrieved from the disease
*surveillance form.
*Outcomes from skill test, cahw survey, validation activities
*_________________________________________________________________________________________
cd "C:\Users\HP\OneDrive\Studie\Jaar 6\Masterthesis\Analysis\Output"
/*cd "C:\Users\roest027\OneDrive\Studie\Jaar 6\Masterthesis\Analysis\Output" */
use "Data\2_CAHW_PAPoutcomes_N289.dta", clear
*we first do it for skill_index, later we can append outcomes for other outcomes to output files
foreach var of varlist skill_index {
use "Data\2_CAHW_PAPoutcomes_N289.dta", clear
quietly {
local boots = 1000
clear
set obs `boots'
g means_`var'=.
g sd_`var'=.
g means_`var'_skill=.
g sd_`var'_skill=.
g means_`var'_150=.
g sd_`var'_150=.
forvalues i = 1(1) `boots' {
if floor((`i'-1)/100) == (`i'-1)/100 {
noisily display "Working on `i' out of `boots' at $S_Time"
}
preserve
use "Data\2_CAHW_PAPoutcomes_N289.dta", clear
bsample
*overall mean N=289
summ `var'
local mean_got_`var' = r(mean)
local sd_got_`var' = r(sd)
*mean for skill based recruited CAHWs (n=150)
*gen artificial subgroup with high-skilled CAHWs
gsort -skill
gen highskill_150=.
replace highskill_150=1 in 1/150
replace highskill_150=0 if mi(highskill_150)
summ `var' if highskill_150==1
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local mean_got_`var'_skill = r(mean)
local sd_got_`var'_skill = r(sd)
*mean for random sample of CAHWs (n=150)
bsample 150
summ `var'
local mean_got_`var'_150 = r(mean)
local sd_got_`var'_150 = r(sd)
restore
replace means_`var' = `mean_got_`var'' in `i'
replace sd_`var'= `sd_got_`var'' in `i'
replace means_`var'_skill = `mean_got_`var'_skill' in `i'
replace sd_`var'_skill= `sd_got_`var'_skill' in `i'
replace means_`var'_150 = `mean_got_`var'_150' in `i'
replace sd_`var'_150= `sd_got_`var'_150' in `i'

}
}
*export outcomes
eststo clear
eststo: estpost sum means_`var' sd_`var' means_`var'_skill sd_`var'_skill means_`var'_150 ///
sd_`var'_150
esttab using "Temp\0_cahw_means_sd.rtf", replace compress cells(mean(fmt(a2))) ///
title("N=289 T=2")
*drop variables to be able to start again
drop means_`var' sd_`var' means_`var'_skill sd_`var'_skill means_`var'_150 sd_`var'_150
quietly {
local boots = 1000
clear
set obs `boots'
g means_`var'=.
g sd_`var'=.
g means_`var'_skill=.
g sd_`var'_skill=.
g means_`var'_100=.
g sd_`var'_100=.
forvalues i = 1(1) `boots' {
if floor((`i'-1)/100) == (`i'-1)/100 {
noisily display "Working on `i' out of `boots' at $S_Time"
}
preserve
use "Data\2_CAHW_PAPoutcomes_N289.dta", clear
bsample 200
*overall mean N=200
summ `var'
local mean_got_`var' = r(mean)
local sd_got_`var' = r(sd)
*mean for skill-based recruited CAHWs (n=100)
*gen subgroup with high skilled CAHWs
gsort -skill
gen highskill_100=.
replace highskill_100=1 in 1/100
replace highskill_100=0 if mi(highskill_100)
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summ `var' if highskill_100==1
local mean_got_`var'_skill = r(mean)
local sd_got_`var'_skill = r(sd)
*mean for random sample of CAHWs (n=100)
bsample 100
summ `var'
local mean_got_`var'_100 = r(mean)
local sd_got_`var'_100 = r(sd)
restore
replace means_`var' = `mean_got_`var'' in `i'
replace sd_`var'= `sd_got_`var'' in `i'
replace means_`var'_skill = `mean_got_`var'_skill' in `i'
replace sd_`var'_skill= `sd_got_`var'_skill' in `i'
replace means_`var'_100 = `mean_got_`var'_100' in `i'
replace sd_`var'_100= `sd_got_`var'_100' in `i'
}
}
*export results
eststo clear
eststo: estpost sum means_`var' sd_`var' means_`var'_skill sd_`var'_skill means_`var'_100 ///
sd_`var'_100
esttab using "Temp\0_cahw_means_sd.rtf", append compress cells(mean(fmt(a2)) ) ///
title("N=200 T=2")
}
use "Data\2_CAHW_PAPoutcomes_N289.dta", clear
*we do the same for our other outcomes
foreach var of varlist skilltest_lit skilltest_num skilltest_ah skilltest_score ctft_score ///
final_score report_frequency correctness_i {
use "Data\2_CAHW_PAPoutcomes_N289.dta", clear
quietly {
local boots = 1000
clear
set obs `boots'
g means_`var'=.
g sd_`var'=.
g means_`var'_skill=.
g sd_`var'_skill=.
g means_`var'_150=.
g sd_`var'_150=.
forvalues i = 1(1) `boots' {
if floor((`i'-1)/100) == (`i'-1)/100 {
noisily display "Working on `i' out of `boots' at $S_Time"
}
preserve
use "Data\2_CAHW_PAPoutcomes_N289.dta", clear
bsample
*overall mean N=289
summ `var'
local mean_got_`var' = r(mean)
local sd_got_`var' = r(sd)
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*mean for skill based recruited CAHWs (n=150)
*gen artificial subgroup with high-skilled CAHWs
gsort -skill
gen highskill_150=.
replace highskill_150=1 in 1/150
replace highskill_150=0 if mi(highskill_150)
summ `var' if highskill_150==1
local mean_got_`var'_skill = r(mean)
local sd_got_`var'_skill = r(sd)
*mean for random sample of CAHWs (n=150)
bsample 150
summ `var'
local mean_got_`var'_150 = r(mean)
local sd_got_`var'_150 = r(sd)
restore
replace means_`var' = `mean_got_`var'' in `i'
replace sd_`var'= `sd_got_`var'' in `i'
replace means_`var'_skill = `mean_got_`var'_skill' in `i'
replace sd_`var'_skill= `sd_got_`var'_skill' in `i'
replace means_`var'_150 = `mean_got_`var'_150' in `i'
replace sd_`var'_150= `sd_got_`var'_150' in `i'

}
}
*export results
eststo clear
eststo: estpost sum means_`var' sd_`var' means_`var'_skill sd_`var'_skill means_`var'_150 ///
sd_`var'_150
esttab using "Temp\0_cahw_means_sd.rtf", append compress cells(mean(fmt(a2))) ///
title("N=289 T=2")
drop means_`var' sd_`var' means_`var'_skill sd_`var'_skill means_`var'_150 sd_`var'_150
quietly {
local boots = 1000
clear
set obs `boots'
g means_`var'=.
g sd_`var'=.
g means_`var'_skill=.
g sd_`var'_skill=.
g means_`var'_100=.
g sd_`var'_100=.
forvalues i = 1(1) `boots' {
if floor((`i'-1)/100) == (`i'-1)/100 {
noisily display "Working on `i' out of `boots' at $S_Time"
}
preserve
use "Data\2_CAHW_PAPoutcomes_N289.dta", clear
bsample 200
*overall mean N=200
summ `var'
local mean_got_`var' = r(mean)
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local sd_got_`var' = r(sd)
*mean for skill-based recruited CAHWs (n=100)
*gen artificial subgroup with high skilled CAHWs
gsort -skill
gen highskill_100=.
replace highskill_100=1 in 1/100
replace highskill_100=0 if mi(highskill_100)
summ `var' if highskill_100==1
local mean_got_`var'_skill = r(mean)
local sd_got_`var'_skill = r(sd)
*mean for random sample of CAHWs (n=100)
bsample 100
summ `var'
local mean_got_`var'_100 = r(mean)
local sd_got_`var'_100 = r(sd)
restore

replace means_`var' = `mean_got_`var'' in `i'
replace sd_`var'= `sd_got_`var'' in `i'
replace means_`var'_skill = `mean_got_`var'_skill' in `i'
replace sd_`var'_skill= `sd_got_`var'_skill' in `i'
replace means_`var'_100 = `mean_got_`var'_100' in `i'
replace sd_`var'_100= `sd_got_`var'_100' in `i'
}
}
*export results
eststo clear
eststo: estpost sum means_`var' sd_`var' means_`var'_skill sd_`var'_skill means_`var'_100 ///
sd_`var'_100
esttab using "Temp\0_cahw_means_sd.rtf", append compress cells(mean(fmt(a2)) ) ///
title("N=200 T=2")
}

A.7.3 Calculation of mean household-level outcomes
* Title: 02_2_community oucomes
* Purpose: bootstrap community-level outcomes and calculate ICC
*_________________________________________________________________________________________
*We first calculate the ICC using all hosuehold-level data
*We then caclulate sumstats for our outcomes from the household survey using all CAHW1 data,
*where we aggregated household levels outcomes to a community-level outcome.
*We do this for a design N=200 and N=300. The N of the treatment arms in each
*each are 150 in case of N=300 and 100 in case of N=200.
*We first carry out this procedure for outcomes for the outcome: animal health index
*After that, we do the same for outcomes measuring household livestock ownership.
*Outcomes from skill test, cahw survey, validation activities
*_________________________________________________________________________________________
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cd "C:\Users\HP\OneDrive\Studie\Jaar 6\Masterthesis\Analysis"
use "Output\Data\2_CAHW_hh_community_PAPoutcomes_N2564.dta", clear
*create temporary file where outcomes are stored
tempname memhold
tempfile stats_icc
postfile `memhold' str60 Variable N Mean SD ICC using "`stats_icc'"
*first do it for 1 variable
foreach var in ah_index {
scalar varlabel = `"`: var label `var''"'
quietly: loneway `var' community_code
scalar ICC = `r(rho)'
// Calculate ICC
quietly: su `var'
// Calculate sum stats
scalar N =`r(N)'
scalar Mean = `r(mean)'
scalar SD = `r(sd)'
post `memhold' (varlabel) (N) (Mean) (SD) (ICC)
scalar drop _all
}
postclose `memhold'
use "`stats_icc'", clear
export excel using ///
"Output\community_outcomes_mean_sd_icc_ahindex.xlsx", replace firstrow(variables)
use "Output\Data\2_CAHW_hh_community_PAPoutcomes_N2564.dta", clear

*repeat above procedure for the other variables
tempname memhold
tempfile stats_icc
postfile `memhold' str60 Variable N Mean SD ICC using "`stats_icc'"
foreach var in hh_own_animal {
scalar varlabel = `"`: var label `var''"'
quietly: loneway `var' community_code
scalar ICC = `r(rho)'
quietly: su `var'
scalar N =`r(N)'
scalar Mean = `r(mean)'
scalar SD = `r(sd)'
post `memhold' (varlabel) (N) (Mean) (SD) (ICC)
scalar drop _all
}
postclose `memhold'
use "`stats_icc'", clear
export excel using ///
"Output\community_outcomes_mean_sd_icc_livestockownership.xlsx", replace firstrow(variables)
use "Output\Data\2_CAHW_hh_community_PAPoutcomes_N2564.dta", clear
tempname memhold
tempfile stats_icc
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postfile `memhold' str60 Variable N Mean SD ICC using "`stats_icc'"

foreach var in n_smallrum_own n_largerum_own n_birds_own n_pigs_own n_dogs_own {
scalar varlabel = `"`: var label `var''"'
quietly: loneway `var' community_code
scalar ICC = `r(rho)'
preserve
use "Output\Data\2_CAHW_hh_community_PAPoutcomes_N2564.dta", clear
su `var', detail
drop if `var'>r(p99) //exclude outliers from 99th percentile
quietly: su `var'
scalar N =`r(N)'
scalar Mean = `r(mean)'
scalar SD = `r(sd)'
post `memhold' (varlabel) (N) (Mean) (SD) (ICC)
scalar drop _all
restore
}
postclose `memhold'
use "`stats_icc'", clear
export excel using ///
"Output\community_outcomes_mean_sd_icc_livestockownership_num.xlsx", replace
firstrow(variables)
A.7.4 Calculation of minimum detectable effects
* Title: 03_mde_calculations
* Purpose: Calculate MDEs using sumstats retreived by dofiles:
*02_1_cahw_outcomes
*02_2_community_outcomes
*_________________________________________________________________________________________
*For hypotheses 1 and 2, we calculate the MDE in two different ways (if applicable)
*We do it for a sample with N=300 and N=200
*1. Using sumstats of the full CAHW1 sample, assuming constant variance
*power twomeans (mean full sample), sd (full sample) power(0.8) n(300 or 200)
*2
Using sumstats of subgroups formed, assuming different standard deviation
*power twomeans (mean control), sd1 (control) sd2 (treatment) power(0.8) n(300 or 200)

*HYPOTHESIS 1
*skill_index
power twomeans (-0.00032), sd(0.99) power(0.8) n(300) table
power twomeans (-0.0013), sd1(0.99) sd2(0.41) power(0.8) n(300) table
power twomeans (-0.003), sd(0.99) power(0.8) n(300) table
power twomeans (-0.0018), sd1(0.99) sd2(0.4) power(0.8) n(200) table
*Skill test score (total)
power twomeans (26.4), sd(8.01) power(0.8) n(300) table
power twomeans (26.4), sd1(8) sd2(3.41) power(0.8) n(300) table
power twomeans (26.5), sd(7.98) power(0.8) n(300) table
power twomeans (26.5), sd1(7.97) sd2(3.31) power(0.8) n(200) table
*Skill test: literacy
power twomeans (4.84), sd(1.98) power(0.8) n(300) table
power twomeans (4.85), sd1(1.97) sd2(1.38) power(0.8) n(300) table
power twomeans (4.84), sd(1.99) power(0.8) n(300) table
power twomeans (4.83), sd1(1.98) sd2(1.36) power(0.8) n(200) table
*Skill test: numeracy
power twomeans (8.51), sd(2.89) power(0.8) n(300) table
power twomeans (8.52), sd1(2.87) sd2(1.4) power(0.8) n(300) table
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power twomeans (8.5), sd(2.88) power(0.8) n(300) table
power twomeans (8.5), sd1(2.86) sd2(1.37) power(0.8) n(200) table
*Skill test: animal health
power twomeans (13.1), sd(4.46) power(0.8) n(300) table
power twomeans (13.1), sd1(4.45) sd2(2.16) power(0.8) n(300) table
power twomeans (13.1), sd(4.43) power(0.8) n(300) table
power twomeans (13.1), sd1(4.42) sd2(2.11) power(0.8) n(200) table
*CTFT score (total)
power twomeans (26.6), sd(7.73) power(0.8) n(300) table
power twomeans (26.6), sd1(7.71) sd2(3.21) power(0.8) n(300) table
power twomeans (26.6), sd(7.74) power(0.8) n(300) table
power twomeans (26.6), sd1(7.69) sd2(3.13) power(0.8) n(200) table

*HYPOTHESIS 2
*Monthly reporting frequency
power twomeans (0.65), sd(0.2) power(0.8) n(300) table
power twomeans (0.65), sd1(0.2) sd2(0.2) power(0.8) n(300) table
power twomeans (0.65), sd(0.2) power(0.8) n(300) table
power twomeans (0.65), sd1(0.2) sd2(0.19) power(0.8) n(200) table
*Correctness
power twomeans (0.95), sd(0.0094) power(0.8) n(300) table
power twomeans (0.95), sd1(0.0093) sd2(0.0089) power(0.8) n(300) table
power twomeans (0.95), sd(0.0094) power(0.8) n(300) table
power twomeans (0.95), sd1(0.0093) sd2(0.0087) power(0.8) n(200) table
power twomeans 0.95, sd(0.01 (0.01) 0.2) power(0.8) n(200 300) table
*Validation score
power twomeans (-0.0012), sd(0.99) power(0.8) n(300) table
power twomeans (-0.00021), sd1(0.99) sd2(0.9) power(0.8) n(300) table
power twomeans (0.0027), sd(0.99) power(0.8) n(300) table
power twomeans (0.0017), sd1(0.98) sd2(0.88) power(0.8) n(200) table
power twomeans 0, diff(0 (0.05) 0.65) sd1(1) sd2(0.8 1 1.2) n(300)

*_________________________________________________________________________________________
*For hypotheses 3, we calculate the MDE by varying the cluster size
*We do it for a sample with N=300 and N=200
*power twomeans (ICC), sd (control) k1(num. clusters control) k2(num. clusters treatment)
*m1 (cluster size control) m2(cluster size treatment) rho(sd full sample) power (0.8) table
*HYPOTHESIS 3 (STATA 15 REQUIRED)
*Livestock health index
power twomeans 0.001, sd(0.427) k1(150) k2(150) m1(5 10 15 20 25 30) m2(5 10 15 20 25 30) ///
rho(0.0528279654681683) power(0.8) table
power twomeans 0.001, sd(0.427) k1(100) k2(100) m1(5 10 15 20 25 30) m2(5 10 15 20 25 30) ///
rho(0.0528279654681683) power(0.8) table
*Livestock ownership
power twomeans 0.734009385108947, sd(0.442) k1(150) k2(150) m1(5 10 15 20 25 30) ///
m2(5 10 15 20 25 30) rho(0.0933404341340065) power(0.8) table
power twomeans 0.734009385108947, sd(0.442) k1(100) k2(100) m1(5 10 15 20 25 30) ///
m2(5 10 15 20 25 30) rho(0.0933404341340065) power(0.8) table
*Small ruminants owned
power twomeans 2.15599203109741, sd(3.401) k1(150) k2(150) m1(5 10 15 20 25 30) ///
m2(5 10 15 20 25 30) rho(0.105106949806213) power(0.8) table
power twomeans 2.15599203109741, sd(3.401) k1(100) k2(100) m1(5 10 15 20 25 30) ///
m2(5 10 15 20 25 30) rho(0.105106949806213) power(0.8) table
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*Large ruminants owned
power twomeans 0.187, sd(0.838) k1(150) k2(150) m1(5 10 15 20 25 30) ///
m2(5 10 15 20 25 30) rho(0.367599576711655) power(0.8) table
power twomeans 0.187, sd(0.838) k1(100) k2(100) m1(5 10 15 20 25 30) ///
m2(5 10 15 20 25 30) rho(0.367599576711655) power(0.8) table
*Birds owned
power twomeans 3.687, sd(4.873) k1(150) k2(150) m1(5 10 15 20 25 30) ///
m2(5 10 15 20 25 30) rho(0.0841739699244499) power(0.8) table
power twomeans 3.687, sd(4.873) k1(100) k2(100) m1(5 10 15 20 25 30) ///
m2(5 10 15 20 25 30) rho(0.0841739699244499) power(0.8) table
*Pigs owned
power twomeans 0.065, sd(0.435) k1(150) k2(150) m1(5 10 15 20 25 30) ///
m2(5 10 15 20 25 30) rho(0.152661114931107) power(0.8) table
power twomeans 0.065, sd(0.435) k1(100) k2(100) m1(5 10 15 20 25 30) ///
m2(5 10 15 20 25 30) rho(0.152661114931107) power(0.8) table
*Dogs owned
power twomeans 0.141, sd(0.414) k1(150) k2(150) m1(5 10 15 20 25 30) ///
m2(5 10 15 20 25 30) rho(0.0393158942461014) power(0.8) table
power twomeans 0.141, sd(0.414) k1(100) k2(100) m1(5 10 15 20 25 30) ///
m2(5 10 15 20 25 30) rho(0.0393158942461014) power(0.8) table

A.7.5 Creation of mock data
* Title: 04_prepare_mockdata
* Purpose: Prepare one dataset for mock analysis. Merge, randomly assign treatment and district and
*randomly merge community- and cahw level outcomes
*_________________________________________________________________________________________
cd "C:\Users\HP\OneDrive\Studie\Jaar 6\Masterthesis\Analysis"

*CAHW level outcomes*_____________________________________________________________________
**Create dataset with 150 skilled CAHWs
use "Output\Data\2_CAHW_community_PAPoutcomes_N289.dta", clear
*create group of high skilled CAHW1 CAHWs
gsort -skill
gen highskill_150=.
replace highskill_150=1 in 1/150
replace highskill_150=0 if mi(highskill_150)
keep if highskill_150==1
*assign treament =1
gen treat=1
*allocate district
gen district=.
replace district=1 in 1/50
replace district=2 in 51/100
replace district=3 in 101/150
save "Data\Mock Data\0_cahw_data_high_skilled.dta", replace
*merge with household-level data for household-level outcomes
merge 1:m community_code using "Output\Data\1_community_PAPoutcomes_N3294.dta", force
keep if _merge==3
drop _merge
save "Data\Mock Data\0_household_data_high_skilled.dta", replace
**Create dataset with 150 random (prior) CAHWs
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use "Output\Data\2_CAHW_community_PAPoutcomes_N289.dta", clear
*shuffle data that was sorted before saving
tempvar sortorder
gen `sortorder' = runiform()
sort `sortorder'
sample 150, count
*add random noise to all outcomes for H1 and H2, except correctness and reporting frequency
foreach var of varlist skill_index skilltest_lit skilltest_num skilltest_ah ///
skilltest_score ctft_score final_score {
gen `var'_rand = `var' + rnormal()
replace `var'=`var'_rand
drop `var'_rand
}
*ensure that test scores are outcomes have no value larger/smaller than possible
foreach var of varlist skilltest_lit skilltest_num skilltest_ah ///
skilltest_score ctft_score {
replace `var'=0 if `var'<=0
}
replace skilltest_score=40 if skilltest_score>=40
replace skilltest_lit=7 if skilltest_lit>=7
replace skilltest_num=13 if skilltest_num>=13
replace skilltest_ah=20 if skilltest_ah>=20
replace ctft_score=40 if ctft_score>=40
*add noise to correctness and reporting frequency
/*
use "Output\Data\2_CAHW_community_PAPoutcomes_N289.dta", clear //not subject to change
sum correctness_i report_frequency //these values are used as input for the noise
*/
gen correctness_i_rand = rnormal(0.94,0.05)
*assign treatment =0
gen treat=0
*allocate district
gen district=.
replace district=1 in 1/50
replace district=2 in 51/100
replace district=3 in 101/150
save "Data\Mock Data\0_cahw_data_prior.dta", replace
*merge with household-level data for household-level outcomes
merge 1:m community_code using "Output\Data\1_community_PAPoutcomes_N3294.dta", force
keep if _merge==3
drop _merge
save "Data\Mock Data\0_household_data_prior.dta", replace

**Create dataset with 300 CAHWs: 150 high skilled and 150 random with an equal number of CAHWs in ///
*each treatment arm in each district
use "Data\Mock Data\0_cahw_data_high_skilled.dta", clear
append using "Data\Mock Data\0_cahw_data_prior.dta"
save "Data\Mock Data\1_cahw_mock_data_without_comminfo.dta", replace
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**Create dataset with 300 CAHWs and all household level observations
use "Data\Mock Data\0_household_data_high_skilled.dta", clear
append using "Data\Mock Data\0_household_data_prior.dta"
save "Data\Mock Data\2_hh_mock_data.dta", replace

*Additional changes to CAHW-level data______________________________________________________
*import community info data used for hetereogeneous treatment effects
import delimited "Data\Input_CAHW1\4_blocking_data.csv", clear
save "Output\Data\0_blocking_data.dta", replace
*merge cahw info with PAP community-level outcomes
use"Data\Mock Data\1_cahw_mock_data_without_comminfo.dta", clear
merge m:1 community_code using "Output\Data\0_blocking_data.dta", force
drop if _merge==2
drop _merge

*create dummy for population size: above or below median/mean used for HTE
replace n_pop_total="200" if n_pop_total=="NA" //200 is mean population size when you exclude NA
destring n_pop_total, replace
tempvar pop_median
egen `pop_median' = median(n_pop_total)
gen popmedian_dum=0
replace popmedian_dum=1 if n_pop_total>`pop_median'
tempvar pop_mean
egen `pop_mean' = mean(n_pop_total)
gen popmean_dum=0
replace popmean_dum=1 if n_pop_total>`pop_mean'

*Save community-level data
save "Data\Mock Data\2_cahw_mock_data_with_comminfo_N300.dta", replace

A.7.6 Running mock-analysis
* Title: 05_mock_analysis
* Purpose: Conduct mock analysis. We first create input for our compliance indicator, after which
* we perform our tests. We estimate ATE, LATE and HTE
* This dofile is order by table number used in the PAP.
*_________________________________________________________________________________________
cd "C:\Users\HP\OneDrive\Studie\Jaar 6\Masterthesis\Analysis"
use "Data\Mock Data\2_mock_data_with_comminfo_N300.dta", clear
drop __00000*
*create input for compliance indicator
*1) CAHW has submitted at least 1 DSF
gen report_ind=1
replace report_ind=0 if mi(report_frequency) // if CAHW never submitted a DSF, we were no
*able to compute a score for reporting frequency
*2) CAHW attended the majority of training days
gen training=1
replace training=0 if attendancerate<(20/22) // no full treatment if missed more than 2
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*days of training
*3) CAHW surveyed at endline // not considered for now
eststo clear
*replace missing values with minimum value
foreach var of varlist skilltest_lit skilltest_num skilltest_ah report_frequency correctness_i{
replace `var'=0 if mi(`var')
}
bysort final_score: gen obs = _n
su obs if !missing(final_score)
replace final_score = final_score[r(min)] if mi(final_score)
*create mean controls, usable for each table
preserve
keep skill_index skilltest_score skilltest_lit skilltest_num skilltest_ah skilltest_score ///
ctft_score report_frequency correctness_i final_score treat
outreg2 if treat==0 using "Output\Mock\sumstats_cahwlevel_nontreated.doc", replace sum(log)
restore
*TABLE A4: Sumstats CAHWs
*rename or create outcomes
ren bases1q3 female
ren bases1q4 age
gen married=0
replace married=1 if bases1q5==2
ren bases1q13a years_livecomm
ren bases1q13b num_nights_sleep
ren bases1q14 plan_stay
replace plan_stay=. if plan_stay==999
ren bases2q1 own_animal
ren bases2q6 ftrain
estpost summarize female age married educ political_dum years_livecomm ///
num_nights_sleep plan_stay training own_animal ftrain if treat==0
esttab using "Output\Mock\tableA4_descriptives.rtf", replace cells("count(fmt(a3)) mean sd min max") label
eststo clear
estpost summarize female age married educ political_dum years_livecomm ///
num_nights_sleep plan_stay training own_animal ftrain if treat==1
esttab using "Output\Mock\tableA4_descriptives.rtf", append cells("count(fmt(a3)) mean sd min max") label
eststo clear
estpost ttest female age married educ political_dum years_livecomm num_nights_sleep ///
plan_stay training own_animal ftrain, by(treat)
esttab using "Output\Mock\tableA4_descriptives.rtf", append wide nonumber mtitle("diff.")

*TABLE 5: Treatment effects for H1 AND H2___________________________________________
*(H1): Skill-based recruitment increases skills of CAHWs.
*compliance
gen cahw_treated=1
replace cahw_treated=0 if training==0
gen treat_status=0
replace treat_status=1 if cahw_treated==1 & treat==1
*ATE
reg skill_index treat i.district, robust
outreg2 using "Output\Mock\table5_H1_ate.doc", replace dec(3) stats(coef se pval)
foreach var of varlist skilltest_score ctft_score skilltest_lit skilltest_num skilltest_ah ///
skilltest_score {
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reg `var' treat i.district, robust
outreg2 using "Output\Mock\table5_H1_ate.doc", append dec(3) stats(coef se pval)
}
*LATE
ivregress 2sls skill_index i.district (treat = treat_status), robust
outreg2 using "Output\Mock\table5_H1_late.doc", replace dec(3) stats(coef se pval)
foreach var of varlist skilltest_score ctft_score skilltest_lit skilltest_num skilltest_ah ///
skilltest_score {
ivregress 2sls `var' i.district (treat = treat_status), robust
outreg2 using "Output\Mock\table5_H1_late.doc", append dec(3) stats(coef se pval)
}

*H2: Skill-based recruitment increases performance of CAHWs.
*compliance
replace treat_status=0 if report_ind==0
*ATE
reg report_frequency treat i.district, robust
outreg2 using "Output\Mock\table5_H2_ate.doc", replace dec(3)
foreach var of varlist correctness_i final_score{
reg `var' treat i.district, robust
outreg2 using "Output\Mock\table5_H2_ate.doc", append dec(3)
}
*LATE
ivregress 2sls report_frequency i.district (treat_status = treat), robust
outreg2 using "Output\Mock\table5_H2_late.doc", replace dec(3)
foreach var of varlist correctness_i final_score {
ivregress 2sls `var' i.district (treat_status = treat), robust
outreg2 using "Output\Mock\table5_H2_late.doc", append dec(3)
}
*TABLE 6: HTE for H1 AND H2_________________________________________________________
*H1: Skill-based recruitment & the presence of X (dummy) increases skills of CAHWs.
foreach x of varlist educ_dum popmedian_dum political_dum {
gen treat_`x' = treat*`x'
}
reg skill_index treat educ_dum treat_educ_dum i.district, vce(robust)
outreg2 using "Output\Mock\table6_H1_hte.doc", replace dec(3) // stats(coef se pval)
reg skill_index treat popmedian_dum treat_popmedian_dum i.district, vce(robust)
outreg2 using "Output\Mock\table6_H1_hte.doc", append dec(3) // stats(coef se pval)

*H2: Skill-based recruitment & the presence of X (dummy) increases performance
/*foreach x of varlist educ_dum popmedian_dum political_dum {
gen treat_status_`x' = treat_status*`x'
}*/
foreach var of varlist report_frequency correctness_i final_score{
reg `var' treat educ_dum treat_educ_dum i.district, robust
outreg2 using "Output\Mock\table6_H2_hte_`var'.doc", replace dec(3) // stats(coef se pval)
reg `var' treat popmedian_dum treat_popmedian_dum i.district, robust
outreg2 using "Output\Mock\table6_H2_hte_`var'.doc", append dec(3) // stats(coef se pval)
reg `var' treat political_dum treat_political_dum i.district, robust
outreg2 using "Output\Mock\table6_H2_hte_`var'.doc", append dec(3) // stats(coef se pval)
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}
*TABLE 8: ITT and ATE for H3 AND H4_______________________________________________________
use "Data\Mock Data\2_hh_mock_data.dta", clear
drop __00000*
*create input for compliance indicator
*1) CAHW has submitted at least 1 DSF
gen report_ind=1
replace report_ind=0 if mi(report_frequency) // if CAHW never submitted a DSF, we were no
*able to compute a score for reporting frequency
*2) CAHW attended the majority of training days
gen training=1
replace training=0 if attendancerate<(20/22) // no full treatment if missed more than 2
*days of training
*3) CAHW surveyed at endline // not considered for now
eststo clear
*export sumstats
preserve
keep ah_index hh_own_animal n_smallrum_own n_largerum_own n_birds_own ///
n_pigs_own n_dogs_own treat
outreg2 if treat==0 using "Output\Mock\sumstats_hhlevel_nontreated.doc", replace sum(log)
restore
*compliance
gen comm_treated=1
replace comm_treated=0 if report_ind==0 | training==0
gen treat_status=0
replace treat_status=1 if comm_treated==1 & treat==1

*H3 H4: Primary outcomes
reg ah_index treat i.district, cluster(community_code) //ATE
outreg2 using "Output\Mock\table8_H3_H4_primary.doc", replace dec(3)
ivregress 2sls ah_index i.district (treat_status = treat), cluster(community_code) //LATE
outreg2 using "Output\Mock\table8_H3_H4_primary.doc", append dec(3)
reg hh_own_animal treat i.district, cluster(community_code) //ATE
outreg2 using "Output\Mock\table8_H3_H4_primary.doc", append dec(3)
ivregress 2sls hh_own_animal i.district (treat_status = treat ), cluster(community_code) //LATE
outreg2 using "Output\Mock\table8_H3_H4_primary.doc", append dec(3)

*H4a-e) number of animals owned
reg n_smallrum_own treat i.district, cluster(community_code) //ITT
outreg2 using "Output\Mock\table8_H4_secondary.doc", replace dec(3) stats(coef se pval)
ivregress 2sls n_smallrum_own i.district (treat_status = treat ), cluster(community_code) //LATE
outreg2 using "Output\Mock\table8_H4_secondary.doc", append dec(3) stats(coef se pval)
foreach var of varlist n_largerum_own n_birds_own n_pigs_own n_dogs_own {
reg `var' treat i.district, cluster(community_code) //ITT
outreg2 using "Output\Mock\table8_H4_secondary.doc", append dec(3) stats(coef se pval)
ivregress 2sls `var' i.district (treat_status = treat ), cluster(community_code) //LATE
outreg2 using "Output\Mock\table8_H4_secondary.doc", append dec(3) stats(coef se pval)
}
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